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E. REHKOPF LEAVES CITY
AND CAN NOT BE SERVED
Creditors Sue Him Personally;:eadsc ,,,,.....wl4,And Try to Get Service
On Him.
PROBABLY WENT TO MEMPHIS
Bankruptcy Proceedings Will Not Be Re-
sisted, It Is Understood.
A BATTLE ROYAL IN THE COURTS
In • stilt flied this morning la the
E Rehkopf Saddlery case, Mr. E.
Rehkopf is named as defendant and
not the It. Rehkopf Saddlery compa-
ny. The W. W. Mooney & Sons corn-
eal''', a corporation of Columbus. In-
diana. tanners, sue K. Ftenkopt per-
sonally, through their attorneys
Wheeler, Hughes & Berry for $9.-
011.87. In the suit, it Is alleged that
E. Rehkopf is the principal owner In
the stock of the E. Rehkopf Saddlery
company and that what little stock
Is held by others, is held by dummy
stockholders. That E. Rehkopf per-
sonally visited their factory In In-
diana and represented to them' that
his company was solvent with $90.-
000 surplus. That on the strength of MUNICIPAL LIGHT COMM HIGHthese representations they sold him . - -- --
a bill of goods amounting to $12.- Columbus, Ohio, Plant Eats tp Big600 iota have delivered to him the Sum and More Is Demanded.asieunt Ailed for, $9,016.87, and
that he has not paid, nor his compa- Columbus. Ohio, Sept. 19.-- Oncene, any part of the bill, more the managers of the Columbus!sin view of the fact that he Is the, muuicipul electric light plant have
priucipti stockholder, that he per- !come to the front with a demand forsonalty bought lb. goods; "that be more money. This time $140,000 isknew M the time the company was 1 asked for. but the et:emelt has not
not solvent; and that he made those !acted upon the matter. Within afl -represeutations in apparent mobil ea' years the investment in the Co-
faith by which the plaintiff fudged terabits municipal plant has grown
him, they ask for the arnottnt mew from $62,000 to nearly $509,0011Honed. with Interest and for the and still the promoters of the deal
have not money enough to give the
Mr. E. Rehkopf. head of the
patty, is out of the city, baying left
seeking his whereabouts In their
him it is believed be Is in Memphis.
The first knowledge that the bead of the concern was out of the
city came this morning when a suit Was flied against him personally by
W. W. Mooney & Sons company, alleging he is practically the whole
cone-ern.
The latest informatloa is that the involuntary bankruptcy pro-
ceedings will not be resists.' bycounsel for the assigned concern, in
which case all, the seen go into the PnIted States court.
Many leading law firms in this city are now aligned on one side or
the other In the case and a battle royal will take place when the strug-
gle for the property in warehouse Is precipitated in court.
The assignee ha( filed his schedule of assets gnd liabilities, showing
a balance of $85.236.35 on the wrong side of the ledger.
seized 104 dozen horse collar, pads,
fouod stored at B. H. Scott's were-
bow*. Nintli and Harrison streets.
The goods were taken in a suit
brought by B. A. James, of Clarks-
ville, Term., against the S. Rehkopf
Saddlery company, for $14156 claim-
ed due the Clarksville firm for 2114
doates collar pads sold the tiettkopf
concern.
Two more material Hens were filed
against the Rehkopf conoero by par-
ties that had sold it goods One
claim ie.for $177.91, and filed by theBurkrrt Manufacturing company.
of Missouri. The other is by Carl H.
Flock, of Louisville. for $192.e5.
Goats of bringing the suit.
This probably Is the principal de-
velopmept of the day and brings Mr.
Rekkopf personally into the case In
a way that he has not been hereto-
fore. Papers cannot be served on Mr.
Rehkopf for It is said he is out of
the city. It is thought, In Memphis. Firemen Hope to Save Machinery of
Next Thursday, the E. Rehkopf McKinnle Plant.
Saddlery company will be declared a
bankrupt rn the higher court at: Exhausted and soaked to the
Louisville. The attorneys for the de- skin bath from rain and the water
fendant will not oppose the petition l being sprayed on the ruins Paducah
of involuntary bankruptcy. !Bremen are still in active service at
Gradually the case is assuminglthe McKinnie Veneer and. Lumber
service they promised. The present
plant, which was supposed to be amodel one, is wholly Inadequate.
.STILL FIGHTING.
proportions, which will make it the company's plant on Myers street in
biggest one In a long time. Many of Mechanicsburg. Chief James Wood
the principal sw firms in the city is still hopeful that today will be-thei 
last of the protract.ed struggle. It ISare now engaged for the defentlintt,'
the creditors, and other parties in
the case. The biggest fight will be
around the question whether the
American-German National bank-
may--retain possession of the goods
pledged that bank by the E. Rehkopf
Saddlery company as security for
loans. The creditors will attempt to
have the goods thrown Into the gen-
eral assets of the company.
When the company Is adjudged a
bankrupt, the ease will then so be-
fore Judge BILOY. the schedule of
asseta and liabilities will be filed and
a meeting of the creditors called.
The case will be decided by Judge
Bagby. but it is probable that neith-
er side will quit till the higher
courts have decided the question.
Schedule Is Flied.
Richard J. Barber, assignee of the
E. Rehkopf ilasIdlery company, has
filed In the County court his schedule Indiana Nominees Leave State.of liabilitles and-assets of the concern. WaFhIngton, Ind., Sept, 29.— To-The statement shows that the firm day the Democratic and Republican
has emotes of $69.61141 while its out- candidates for treasurer of Martinstanding Indebtedness Is $154.836.35. county left on the same train for theOf the assets $(1,211 is In stock. west. They will not return until at-The other $28.389 Is accounts. The ter the November election, both can-schedule does not incitide as assets dIdates having entered Into a writ-the $36,000 worth of stock that has ten agreement to remain west of thebeen placed by the ,Rehkopf concern Mississippi river. Martin county IFin the public warehouse of W. S. infested with political buzzards. ToO'Brien, and for which the American- escape these fellows the rill.' (Atwell-German national bank holds receipts dates for county treasurer decided onpledged for about $25,0004 the Redo he slate.
kopf waters borrowed from the
he Rot. T. J. Newell returned
the chief's ambition to save as much
of the machinery as possible and he
will not let up until every ember Is
smothered.
PHONE HABIT BREAKS UP HOME
---- -
Wife Atiks Divorce, saying Husband
Annoys Her by Calling Her Up.
-----
Cleveland, Sept. 29.—William
Betz has the "telephone habit," de-
clares his wife, Vine, who filed suit
for divorce today. She flays that at
all henna of the day and night she
Is called to the telephone by Betz and
asked foolish questions. Often, she
says, he awakens her at midnight by
calling up to ask her "If tba mock-
ingbird sings." She asks the court to
force Betz to quit bothering her.
EIGHT THOUSAND
HOMES DESTROVED
IN CITY OF MOBILE.
Mobile, Sept 214.— The gulf
burns-sue practically dooroyed
Mobile. Provision,  are about
red...towed and the poor are sultry
lug. Eight thousand h  are
in mini.. Mobile is a city of
desolation. Damage to the city
will reach five millions; to sur-
rounding country, hour millions.
Beaches are strewn with dead.
tlehdtdalittiodeleKeheideeter lsetWeeteseatielea
CAN'T STAND) FOR HEARST.
Mayor liccieuso Is is DellIttertli Rut
Draws Line.
; New York, Sept. 29--- Mayor Mc-
Clellan, In an authorized interview
today, said he would support the
Democratic state ticket with the ex-assigned E. Rehkopf Sadder) corn- 
caption of Hearst, "I will continue tolast Tuesday., and creditors are .
oppose Hearst and Charley Murphyanxiety to get personal service on with all my strength." he said. The
may r's statement, whicn was given
to all the city hall reporters, hi se
follows!
"As I said yesterday. I am a Dem-
ocrat, and accept the action of the
Democratic convention. I will be a
Democrat when my party has a name
but as a Democrat and as mayor of
this town, I am unalterably opposed
to Charles W. Murphy and to every-
thing that he stands for."
Recognize Bryan as header.
Honolulu, Sept 29—The dihno-
eratk territorial convention in Its
platform derlares that W. J Bryan
the acknowledged leader of the party
Atte' expressing approval of the
Etoo.evelt administration, the Mimi,
?viers indorse George H. Carter, the
present incumbent, fOr governor
Child Labe, Law Goes Into Effete.
Now York. Sept. ta.--- The
amendment to the state labor law
prohibiting The employ meat of chil-
dren under sixteen in II* line of
calling or business after this after-
noon will go Into effect next Moeda.
The new law, It is stated, will he
vigorously enforced.
Goes to See Gunnery Practice.
Oyster Bay, eept 29. -- President
Roosevelt left aboard the Mayflower
today for Cape Cod b to uhse ve
gunnery practice of the warships of
the Atlantic fleet. Assistant Secre-
tary Late accompanied him
Inventor of Abbrake Liles.
Portland, Me., Sept. 29 - George
H. Poor, the inventor of the air-
brake generally used on American
railroads. died today at the age of
Cl years
CAPTURED
WAS YOUTH Wilt) ESCAPED
FROM RIViatSIDE HOSPITAL.
Broke Through Ram of Priem% Ward,
Hut Will Serve Out His Jail
Mir nto nee.
Linable to stay away from 
edlu., Warne Alexander. alias Conch
Eggleston, who several weeks ago es-
caped from the prison ward of River-
side hospital, was captured last night
by Patrolman lenille Gouriettx, and
locked up in the city jail to terve out
the remainder of a fine imposed for
disorderly conduct In the red light
Metric! The boy was taken to the
hospital for Illness that developed
after he was arrested He was with
Cicero Anderson the night the latter.
killed John Mix in a red light saloon
-- —
After Mager Trust., .
Philadelphli. Sept. 2.p -- As a re-
sult of the failure of the real estate
trust company, Receiver Earl will
enter suit against the sugar trust
for $5,000,000.
Mrs.T. L. Roder of North Twelfth
street, has returned from a weeks'
visit to friends in Louisville
It le the daily average circu-
lation of • newspaper that the
shrewd ad. ..flitter investigates--
"High Water" days don't [stunt.
The Sun's daily  ge last
mantas _ s -
OVER THE PALACE
WAVES OUR FLAG
Taft tunounces Control of the
Cuban Government.
lemuto !Proclamation t'elling on All
elteel citizens to lid ii Itestor.
hag (toter.
ORDERS TROOPS MADE READY
Havana, Sept. 29.— The first Cu-ban republic is dead. Failing utter-ly in his efforts to retionetle the war-ring factions of the latent republic.
Secretary Taft, special commission-er of the 1.7,nited Stater, ran up thestars and stripes on the palace thtsmorning, and declared himself pro-visional military governor. UnitedStates forces will now stamp out thetrouble and work of reorganizing the('ii ban government will begin imme-
diately.
Secretary Taft's ssrumprion of thereins of governMent was withoutmartial displio. Marines and sailors'by !hotel tile lily will be guardeduntil the army of occupation ar-rived, will not be landed until to-morrow. The prOspects are that com-plete quiet will vane. Taft has am-ple force at hand to protect Havana.
Secretary Taft Netted a proclama-tion to the peOple of enba today,relative to taking dbarge of the Cu-ban government. He says until fur-ther notice the beads of departmentsof the centre: gOvernment will re-port to Mtn for Instructions. Heasks all good citizens of Cuba to as-sist in the work of restoring order.tranquility and conndence.
Rumors of the wildest nature arecirculating throughout the city.Moderate leaders are reported aspreparing to take to the woods toorganise forces to oppoee Americanoccupat ion.
Cables for Troupe.





Train !Orates Rear of rass.mger and
Near Slat Ion Edington—
Ont. Identified.
Jersey City, Sept. 29.-- A train,which left here this morning, raninto the mai; coach of a Penntrytra-nia passenger train near Edington,Pa. Radiway officials s_ay seven per-
sons were kilied and fifteen mjuredOne of the dead is a Miss Brown ot
Elizabeth. N. J.
BREAD FAIN
THRE AT NED BY STILLM.E. _LW
BAKERS IN PARIS.
Ikt Not Desire a Die of Beet and Will
Fight Against tAlt It It Is
Enforeed,
Paris, Sept. 21I- Paris 14 threat-
ened with a bread famine by the
strike of bakers. The new law re-
quielug all employee to be allowed
one day's rest iii emelt is directly re-
sponsible for the critical situation.
Bakers-do not want • day of rest and
will stnike if it IS enforced.
IffileraffiffilegitielsiliOololstsIs:stoTelfsMoleWs;
itEtnwriut NEXT TUESDAY.
Registration day in next Tues.-
tler. October 2, Olt that day all
voters desiring to participate In
the c lug inn tliCipa I electism
must register. The registration to
will be held in each precinct nt 4
tbe regular voting •place tee ty.
tweet' the hours of tt a. in. sisal IIe4
p. in. It Is the duty of every vo-
ter to 'secure a certificate. No
fathom can excuse hunself, if
the election Kora contrary to hie
opinion, if he does not perfurm
this act of, citizenship. There
will be a full Itepublican ticket
In the field in Paducah this, /all,
Which Will nimeal to Me better
elteneeet of Nall partite; and will
win, If every voter qualifies by





City Nominations 1Iade on
Thursday October 11




Republicans will nominate a full
city ticket in mass convention Thurs-
day, October 11. This was decid•
ed On by the unanimous agreement
of the executive committee, which
met last night and Instructed the
chairman to call the convention fur
2 o'clock, Thursday afternoon, Octo-
ber II in the general council cham-
ber.
There was great enthusiasm
evluced at last night's meeting as
the eononitteemen a.e confident the
ticket will win, if all the voters reg-
ister next Tuesday In their respec-
tire precincts.
The decision to put out a full
ticket was, without exception,
agreed to, and everyone expressed
hint-self as believing that a good
candidate for city Judge will be
elected with the remainder of the
ticket. It is probable that those
members of the two boards of the
general council and the school board,
who are willing to make the race
again this year, will receive renotn-
!nation; without opposition.
None of the members of the city
legislative boards sought nomina-
tion the first time, and none of them
are actively seeking re-election, but
so far only one member has express-
ed a positive declination of the nom-
ination. This is Conacilman Louis
Kolb, of the Third ward. Strenuous
efforts are being made to induce
hint to remain. The records of the
boards compose the Not platform
party leaders can think of adopting.
and for this reason it is considered
proper to accord tne old nientherr
renomination.
However, in event any of them
withdraw, men of equal standing
vele be substituted, In the Third
ward Mr. Henry Kantleiter, H. S.
Welis and W. P. Brainerd are mein-Honed as poesibilities and one of
them may be induced to make the
rare.
Hon. F. W. Bagby and President
G. 0. Mclirootti. of the board of
councilmen. are mentioned for city
judge?
Registration Day.
Registration day is next Tuesday,and every voter ts urged to register 
on that:day. It saves the party or-
ganization much trouble and wasted
energy. Sometimes it is as difficultto get the voters to itgister as it is
to get them to vote. The one Is just
as nechasary as the other 
TheDemocratic committee did not
meet last night to canvase the vote
of the primary and Chairman W. A.
Berry haft called a meeting for Tues-
day night at the city hall.
IN THE MUD
B.eftNUM'S CIRCI s GoT 4Ti o'h IN
CalitO, ILL.. I el EitOtl.
relent Date cancelled end Memphis
IS Only southern sltand lit-lore
fitting East.
Is Cairo muddy?
Barnum's circus got stalled- in- the
mud in Hilt city yesterday and it
took RN the elepheptr and horses and
men with the show to get the wagons
out of the mire.
Barnum's circus did not perform
in Cairo. When the tent pegs were
driven into the ground they went
down with the mute that gave a
significant imitation of quicksand.
until something was tied to them
Then they came out of the ground as
feat as the canvas tugged in the
wind.
Fulton also was cut out of the itin-
erary and Barnum's *how went de
Teel. to Memphis. From Memphis
the show proceeds east, releasing all
Its southern dates. The show has
been losing about $7;000 a day for a
week or Sc on account of the bad
weather. and insufficient sidings.
Dr. R. E. Ilearne has returned
from a visit In Nashville Tenn.
Rain this, afternoon and Pro-
bably tonight with cooler Sun-
day. Fair and cooler In central
and east portions. The highest
temperature reached yesterday
was 75 and the lowest today OA.
MILLIONS ARE LOST
BY THE HURRICANE
Pensacola and Mobile Laid Waste By
Wind And Water While The
Storm Raged.
VELOCITY OF NINETY MILES AN HOUR
FIVE TO I 11 I I IS ESTIMATE to TIDE ritom BAY BACKED YOHLOSS ot LIFE ON 451.151', Blek`hs INTO HEART OE CITY.
Ever) Hotel, Itusinew. House Slaty Ships Then. %Viten s•Damaged, tills swept %Way Broke Thursday Night—Th.,.It) the Slood. of bent Stranded.
RAGED Volt EIGHTEEN HOURS LOSS ole LIFE APPREHENDED
Mobile, Ala., Vla, Meridian, Miss.,
September 29.--The loss of life is
variously estimated 'at from five to
50 at various points.
Fit- thousand home* were dam- I
aged, business seetions were destroy-I
ed. and tht• propertc loss is placedat over 1113.11011,111/11
The storm wh!ch struck the city
Wednesday. midnight, raged for
four hours anti the wind reached a
velocity of 915 miles: an hour. The
water from Mobile bay was blown
Into the city by the gale and for a
time Was seven feet deep In the
wholesale business district.
The loss UT life is believed to be
mainly among negroes, ktlhoegh
conditions are so chaotic thit ,eefi-
nite information Is impossible.
Shipping suffered severely. The
United Sirius revenue cutter, Alert,
seven steamers and many smaller
crafts, names unknown, it is feared
were lost but nothing of a confirm-
ing nature can be given at this time.
The city has been placed under
control of the militia anti nobody Is
permitted on the streets ext•ept
newmpapermen mud petitions wearing
badges.
'The chances are ha: the loss of
life on Dauphin isianii heavy as
many fishermen lived on the Island
and other outlying marshy dilative
front which no tidings have been re-
ceive&
Suffering in Mobile Is severe. The
'annihilation of traneportatimt facil-
ities has shut off all supplies and
unless help reaches Mobile from the
outside world soon great distress
will result.
Every church In Mobile is damag-
ed though the ('hrist church cathe-
dral and the St. Francis street. Bap-
tist church suffered more than the
others. The damage to the Christ
church will reatt $40.000 and the
St. Francis Street Baptist church
$ 10Docalo0ks.
and those of private corpo-
rations are [(stately wrecked.
The revenue cutter Alert was
rammed while in Mobile river by al.
unknown vessel and sank Immedi-
ately. Her crew is believed to hays
escaped.
All !Maine,. Is Suspended.
Telegraphic eommunii at on is pat•
eitlyzed. with poor proapects for sev-
eral days for repairing the lines.
The electric eompany's street rail-
ways and In fact an business .has
been stomended. Numerous sawmills
located In northern, and manly dis-
tricts have been washed away by ter-
rific-waves. or torn to splinters .by
the weld. Their lumber and timbers
are to be seen ecattererrend ever end
throughout the city,
The harbor steamer James A. Car-
ney, plying, between Mobile and the
eastern shore, lies beached just
across the river and its sides err
Jammed in and the upper structure
blown away'.
Much fear is entertained for Fort
Morgan, where the government
quarantine station is located and
many soldiers live.
Raged for leIghteeit Hours.
Worth+ cannot describeithe terrors
of the etorm. During the hour'. be-
tween 6 p. m., Thursday and noon.
Friday, trees fell and roofs were
crushed by the hundreds. Through
the streets, carried by the terrific
wind, were hurled thousands of
pieces of slate and tin roofing cor-
niees, shingles and all kinds of de
brig. Blinds were torn from fasten-
ings and whitlows smashed as though
of tissue paper.
state and tin.lett/Ind cut brffSlitit
5n>' people were seriously 'Our-
Kale Her Insulter.
fehlcago. Sept. 29. - Armed with a
olio! vet'. Irene Spence cenfronted
Samuel Clifton. who was waiting for
her with a keen bladed cleaver, and
shot hint dead on a rear porch of a
home. In which they both lived. Mrs.
Eipente.made no attempt to escape.
;She datoritiedithe oolle. Clifton in-!milted her and when she reeebted be
threatened her life.
Pensacola, Via. Flomation. Ala •
Sept, 29.-- The worst hurricane to
visit this city in as history raged
here furiously all yesterday with a
stiff gale still biowittg. The city pre-
sents a wrecked appt•arance and the
damage is estimated at $5.000.000.
The loss of life will be heavy among
the marines but thus far only one
body has been recovered.
Commencing at 7 o'clock at night
the wind blew at 50 miles for three
hours and then increased to 65 miles
an hour. From that time until morn-
ing it remained at about No and 90
miles an hour.
Waves from the bay backed into
the city for blocks, destroying homes
and making rivers out ot_the street.
eWhen the gale was at its highest
this morniug and women and chil-
dren were running frantically about
the streets in darkness, an alarm of
fire was sounded and this added to
the ecia(usion. The firs started lit the
Pitt mill near the business district
and the horses of the .fire depart-
meut refused to go out in the weath-
er. With tiu roofs flying about them,
trees and wires falling over them.the
firemen took their hose wagons by
hand and rushed down the streets to
the scene and after several hours'
of work, controlled the blaze.
This afternoon the water ro44. tut-u' the busluers districts presented
almost'an indeecribable seem..
Of the 50 or 64.1 big steamers and
sailing vessels lying in the harbot
only five or six are there now. They
have beets driven ashore, and the
water front is massed with wreck-
age of steamers and craft of all de-
scriptions. Thirty fishing vessels in
port ha'..' been destroyed or damag-
ed and the three Mg fish houses
with their wharves are gone.
flustiseas
Muecogee wharf and the Com-
mandancia and Tarragona wharves
of. the Louisville and Nashville rail-
road are badly damaged. A great
iron whip, 'of two or. three thousand
tons has been driven not only
ashore but has gone through hous-
e.' a block from the water front.
Every house along the water front
for a distance of ten miles has been
destroyed and the wonder Is that the
lose of life is not greater.
Tracks oLthe Terminal railroad to
the navy yards and Barraneas have
all been destroyed together with
trestles and bridges.
Every business homes feel—IC-the
when-to the Union depot has been
unroofed. Many plate-glass windows'
are broken. Stocks are badly damag-
ed and wires and poles are mixed to-
gether. There are no electric lights,
cars or telegraph or telephone ser-
vice. The track of the Louisville &
Nashville on the Pensacola and Ai-
;antic derision have been washed
out for 30 miles and two engines
ahd cars sent out to the qttarantine
station have been destroyed.
Thieves are breaking open trunks
311 along the beach entering unoccu-
pied houses and stealing everything
in sight. Several arrests have been
made, but it is Impossible to pro-
tect, property under such conditions.
Five sailors from a British steam-
er were clinging to a roof that was
washed aAiore today and three oth-
ers from the same vessel had been
drownt•d.
Dies From injuries' in Prise Rine.
Buffalo. N . Sept. 29 --Follow-
ing a prize fieht held flattAday night _
at Title. Hotel, Woodlawn Beach.
'Richard NUtuton, 20 years, old, one
of the contestants, died yesterday•
Injuries to the brain resulting from
a blow behind the left ear are said
to have caused the young man's
death. Walter Robinson, colored, 26




Another meeting of the national
congress on uniform divorce laws







IN THE HORSE SHOW
Everytklag is in readiness for Pa-
eneah's alli0Ond horse show, and ouly
bad weather can keep it from being
a great success. It has rained BO
much 04 past week that the premet-
erg ate hoping the elements will hare
fitted especially for such events, but
for a year. or two is satisfied to give
them at Wallace park, and Use the
money made, if any, in additional
premiums, as stated previously.
One attracjive feature of the show
the interest taken by local own-
HIGH TIDIrl.
been satiated by Monday and that
all next week .wel be fine weather.
But, they are not alone in the wish.
as every man woman and chikle
seenedgiy, Is Iptereeted in the event.
The attendance promises to be a
record breaker.
Last year's .hot was a splendid
success, when It is considered it.
was ebaceived almost in a nightetild•
raihroaded through in almost ft
short a space of time. It brought to-
getber mine of the best horses in
these parts, and stimalated more in.
(crest in the horse than anything ev-
er pulled off in western leentuelepe
The association made jest a little
ere of horses in the events., sad,
there la no doubt that Genre of the
beet purses will go to local people,as
ijree have been preparing fee' OM
Mune since a year ago.
Some of the best of the local hors-
es are shown In the Illustrations ac-
companying this article. "Fad and
Fancy," a splendid pair of mares
owned by Wynn Tully, will be
beard from in the events they enter.
as will "Rebel Dare," owned by for-
leer Mayor James Lang. Then, to
"High Tide" should show up some ot
the entries. He is owned by J. M.
Armstrong, of the city. There is a
string of loreil horses, any of which
C
FAD AND FANCY.
Over expenses, but this was put into
The fund this year, ae it is the an-
nounced intention of the associaeion
to put every dollar back into prein-
hems for the following year.
. This year the premiums are close
to $1,000, $970 to be eruct. and if
the association makes $1,0oo this
year, next year it will offer $2.000
In premiuma, as it believes in (hi.
way the local show will gain a good
reputation and attract horsemen
from afar.
Sat
wi:1 compare favorably with the av-
erage entries in bored shows, and
they will bear watching next week.
The grounds are heirs( put in good
condition, as good as the weather at
present will permit, but by the open-
ing Wednesday they will be in tine
shape.
The grand stand has been put in
good 1' ond,tion, and fifty-one boxes
have been neatly fitted up for the
audience. The boxes went with a
rush and today there are eight of
Some day the association hopes to them left, with the indleations that







Another Handsome Cup For Ladies
in Third Event Next Friday Night
Another y;,Le- up has been placed
in the hands of the horse show direc-
torate Adelithe. Busch, of the An-
beefier-Bush Bees ng company, has
donated a liandstime award for the
third event teethe night, contest for
the handsomest single or double turn-
Out driven by a lady. The aseocie-
' ties offers a cash prize, and already
there are a lore of entries. In this
TO METROP()LIS.
Ballietel 'Men Will (le to Talk linme
gretion,
A party of Paducah business men
lag to attend a meeting of the Me-
will go to Metropel Mooday even-
tropolis Commercial club and talk to
the citizen. of the Illinois town about
immigration The • will be boat
event each turaout stands on its
merits, the appearance of the horse
and rig counting 60 points and defy-
ing 40. There are four 4-seat boxes
and three 3-seat boxes remaining to
be sold. This makes a total of fit
boxes taken for the show. Decorated,
these will present a magnificent ap-




et .1-30 o'eloek returning the aame.
night. A large attendant.. Is expect., The perfect human figure should
ed. Mr Frank Scott is In charge of be equal in height to ten races.
tabor to Support Hearst.
That the labor unions of New York-
eare would vote sellout solidly for
William R. Hearst was the declara-
tion made yesterday by Secretary
Morrison, of the American Federa-
tion of Labor. He said also that un-
organized labor largely could siIP
port Heatet,
Irla PAD ETA R 10141 SUN'
yitiTy FRE ittr4 gre""' "3".se-filet:ringe
What ifir Meanie
YASt rectedSTAGE. BROW Lthletisjtealichneueridto had beenthen wdoird fol-
Man Hung Bead Dowtmarti
Held By Splinter.
Wearier Lydon Pound Hear teuepeuth
Front tiecturd Loft a ns.u..
itreke Tiverster.
Hlei TIME .HAD NOT VET COME.
Only because his time had not yet
come was Loss Maritime a bill pos-
ter euiployed by the litterback Ad-
vertising company, saved front WU
dashed to his death on the Maim at
The Kentucky theater yesterday af-
ternoon. • He was suspended by one
foot, bead downward. when Mauriee
Ledon, the flyman, found him in the
"loft." 76 feet above the stale.
Morrison with Main-rise Lydon was
In the loft when the former stepped
throggh a trap, which he did not
twee*. He uttered a startled *cream
as he fet himself sinking dizzily to-
ward the floor of the triage. a sicken-
lag distance below. His companion
VMS not within reach, but rushed to
the rescue as hi. saw Morrison's body
shoot through the opening. Lydou
Peered down when lee reached the
spot, expecting to see the lifeless
bode of Morrison huddled at the
foot of the curtain
et eforrison'ir time had not come.
The bottom of one of his trousers'
legs had caught on a splinter and
held him, helpless but safe, until as-
sietaaoe arrived. Lydon drew Mor-
rison back through the trap, unite
jured, though he had been no nerve
death, •
The Mock Dreamer Peery.
Samuel Hopkins Adams. lti The
American Magazine for October, telt.
some wonderful true Merles about
"Dynamite: The Power Untameable."
Correcting a few delimitate he say*:
"A mention of strange explosios
accidents suggests imvitably the
stock dynamle story which appears
In the papers with a regularity equall
ed only by its surprising geographi-
cal distribution. I have seen a scrap-
book with clippings from a dosses dif-
ferent localities, sack plandrag the oc-
currence in a asigbboriae, catlike.
Here It is boiled down to the bone:
" 'John Smith, while blasting
stump. yesterday, laid a Miele of dy-
namite in a bunch. of hay, aad h:s
horse ate it with the hay. When
remith, on his way home hit the horse
the animal exploded. blowing OP
horse and nean to pieces.'
"This is the Ptuosylvania veesion.
In Illinois it. was a oow, which blew
up when milked la Mississippi it
was mule. In New Jersey, Colorado
and California. it was a horse. In
Filmes. Kansas and Montana, It was
a calf. In Iowa and Missouri it was
a dog whieh carried the explosive,
This is that nitrogrycerine is a dead-
ly poison, and would kill horse or
with its tall wagging, to drop it at
its master's feet. In Kansas again.
It was a hoc whieb peeked the dy-
namite into resentment The Iowa
and Missouri dogs and the Kansas
ben are possibly as true as a good
many other wonderful stories from
that locality' but there's a fatal flaw
about the dynamite-eating animals.
cow before there was time for the
owner to kick him."
Pat as a eat.
Mike and Pat worked for a weal-
thy farmer. They planned to turn
burglars and steal the money which
the farmer had hid in one of the
rooms of his house. They waited un-
til midnight, then started to do the
Job. In order to get the money,they
had to pass the farmer's bedroom
Mate says: "I'll go first, and, if it's
all right, you c.an follow and do just
the same as I." Mike started to pass
the room. Just as he got opposite tiro
door the floor creaked. This awoke
the farmer, who called out, "Who's
there:— Mike answered with a
"meonw!" (imitating a cat). The
farmer's; wife, being awake, too, said
"Oh. John. it's the eat," and all Was
quiet. Now Pat started to 
P 
the
dmar, and as he got soppositerni the
floor creaked again. The farmer cell-
ed out again, louder than before.
''Who's there'!" Pat answered, "An-
other cat." --Buffalo Times.
His Bridal Present.
A congressman on a visit to New
York the other day called on an old
friend, an alderman down town.
While they were chatting an Italian
couple came in and asked In broken
English if the alderman would unite
them in marriage. The alderman per-
formed the ceremony and after se-
c ep tlug the modest fee, politely han-
ded the bride an umbrella.
The congressman observed the
proceedings gravely, and, after the
couple went out, asked:
"Do you always do that. Charles!
"Do what? Marry them' Oh,
"No, I mean give the bride a pres-
ent."
"A present' Why, wasn't that her
umbrella!" gasped Ore alderman.
"No it was mine, replied the con-
it.
•'I can't," said Harold, " 'cause in'
pencil's busted."
"Why, Harold! What did you say'
Was wrong with your pencti?"
"It's busted."
"Dear me! Children, can any of
you tell neat Harold means? lee
sure he hasn't used the right word."
lip went the hand of little Mar-
jorie.
"Ah, Marjorie, dear. I thought
you would know. What does Harold
mean!"




M.'Mahe Cabtil was discussing
the talkativh wastes, and tackle-tetra-
ly tired tile following good thing
teen': a married ample:
°The wife in the middle of the
Meet, was •weitioned by the loud
enores of her husbaad Ilhe endured
Ike horrible racket as long as she
could. Then pinclilug the tuan *bare-
ly, see said:
"•Herhert, you'd make leas melee
If you kept your mouth shut.
"Herbert, sleepy and surly, mut-
tered:
"'So would Yeti.'" Young's Mag-
azine.
They Make a Row.
11113 BIG LEAGUES
Natioaal Letterer.
Philadelphia, 3; Cheerio, 7. Bat
tense—Lush and Duoin; Ruelbael
and Kling.
, Boston, I; Cincinnati, 2. Batter
IeW---Doraer and Brown; Ewing sad
Brooklyn, 5: Pittsburg, 4. Bat
tortes—Sean:en and Bergen: Brady
I.eveer and Metz,
liermerd Urstire.1
Efooklen, 0; Pittsburg,. le Bat
teriete—Mcinterel and Hinter; Cum
nits and illetz.
New York, 8; $t. Louie, 2. Bat
taries—C. Mathesesen, 5., Mathew
Ben sad Bresnahan: Beebe end Noe
nen.
A great many of those who are re-
turning from the woods and the 
sets'coast assert with great satiefee nigtice uesday Night, Oct. 2
America. Lemine.
ieleveland, It, New York, Z. Biel
teriete -Heel and Bemis: Clarksei
and Thomas.
Second (Lane..
Cleveland. 2. New York, I. Bet
teries--Joes and Clitrit; Hogg atio.
Thomas.
Detrerit, 4: Philadelphie, 7. Bat
terries — Donahue and Schmidt
Wombs, Dygert and Berry.




that they have been for weeks "on -
of the reece of the telephone sett.
the telegrepte and the daily pewee
Bet let these same men and women. It THE
fail to connect with the telephone en!
at least two minutes: let them wee
beyond what they deem ample time
for an expected dispatch, or let Mei'
paper be delayed for say, fifteen min-
utes, and what • row they make.—
New York Tribune.
- — - - ---
Different Then '"rhe Jonese.s
crowing becross the.r bah s.
three pounds more than wire, Jon:.
"Well, never replied John
"Wait till Jones hes to - • . "e.
•Ights. with Metre then .•,.,
will hash up."---Mliwitukto 8011111014.
are
114,11eX.
LINS of saw subscribers added by the
Bost Tennessee Telephone Cans.
pen, Today:
26114—Dill F., See buuth Twelfth
2.634- -Gordon. Cale. 5., 444 South
Fifth.
26.3- —"Deb°, Jemmy. 51$ Hesbatitla
6118-a--Vogel. H. le 131 Ken.
tneky avenue.
•773—Ivy A 1, R D No 1.
Like other commodities telephone
service should be paid for according
to its worth and vales. •
We have In the city over 2,000
subscribers or five times as many se
the Independent company; outside
the city and within the scanty we
have 63 times as many subscribers as
the Independent company. Yet we
will place a telephone in your resi-
dence at the same rate the Indepead-
tint company, is supposed to charge,
and provide in addition, long dist-
ance facilities which will enable you
to reach fifty million people from
four tome .
Oall 300 for further information.
VA ST . 'TENNESSEE TELSPHONE
OOMP ANY.
To Dave Out Malaria
and illaild Up the 8
rake the Old Standard OR=
TASTELESS CHILL TONIC. tag
know what you am taking. The for-
mula Is pialtily printed oe every bat-
tle, showing It is simply quinine sad
lion in a tasteless form. The quinine
drives out the malaria and the iron
builds up the system. Sold by all
emitter for 27 years. Prim 60 cents.
EVENT WE'VE ALL Hee
WAITING FOR:
11ACLYN ARBUCLE
@disported by ninny of the urethral




The het play of Its kind eser
doted.
pre.-
8411 eights la New Vogt. 11 week.
Iii Chicago.




Prices ence anc. nee. 71ec, el. $1 AO
111.641, twee. ton ietle iforiday 111 rent
SISWELRY
Mat will chains Wisil delight the
Jodie of fine gems. Hinge, Brooch-
es, Ormaanental Combs. Curing,
lirsestets. etc.
WATCH=
for Ladles Ann etentiensen, In gold,
silver or gunmetal. Cigarette Cases,
Models Boxes, Cigar Cutt‘es, etc. All






It et tkie of a IA three e
tenjency to weire, twigs in tile fee ,..
4aWW. 
Cherry Peczumiwtoral begets up this taking-coita"nh4a-fbnia"te.WIT:)atesreticlit2411.rislii,to-5.•1,..Py,lo4lcue.7eAld.Y('l:!j! t
Chcrry Fee-total for weak










In a Nee Play ei a-ag'frirtic of fkeitz.,:rlatid,
METZ.IN THE ALPS
Management bidn•y P.. Ellis
A Welcome Kay of Alphiue Sunshine
Scenes of hermit la Mr. Wilson new pley : The tiwitz rime! Valley,
The Rugged Peaks of Alps, the Mountsintees Ilene. The icy Crserese
and the great Snow Storm. New tongs and yodels: "My Heaven is
in Vour Ryes." • Wilson's Lullaby," "Swiss Mountain Bit i Yodel,"
"Swags ef Old Melba laud," "Whispering Rf 1114" "Switeeleank."
First 11 rows orchestra $1 eu. balance of orchestra tem:
fast 3 rows of leeway Si.00, next 3 rows of balcony eec, balance of
bale 3127 sec. Gallery ac and ;sc. Seats on sale e at tuday.
WEDDING AND INVITATION
STATIONERY
It is safe to say no other essential associated
with social cur.tossta is ),idged by a mote exact-
ing standard of pettection Lean are the engray, d
iorrns of Wrdding Invitations and announce-
ments.
Authoritative information as to correct usage,
and absolutely faultless workmanship, give to
the productions of our Stationery and lingrar-
tug 'Section tit; iecognized atamp of uognaltfied
approval.
Our work is absolutely the peer of any of the
famous house of the country, while our pacts
are cousideiably lower.
Spend your money at ht,tue.




We are ready for all kinds of hauling.
TELEPHONF 499
I  it as you
pay rent Vacant lots in all parts of the city, Nice lots on the
proposed car extension on Broad to union ̀ depot and on Allen
streets from $5o to $350 each. Buy now on installment plan
while cheap This is the highest ground In the city. Property
is advancing rapidly.
McCracken Real Estate 0 Mortgage Co
Lelliarci n., lifiterniveres. lerere.• nerd Mgr. 1-Ihr.r.sa 76ael. 
1WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
Quit paying rent. Let us build the boast: you pay lor






and frankly, In etre:Met confidence, telling al your
trouble., and Mating year age. We Will net you
TM ADMIX.* Penn seated envetope, and a val-
uable book en "Morns Treatment* elianien."
Address: Ladies' Advisory Department The
Chattanooga Medicine Co.„ Chattanooga, Tenn.
0 al
Woman, If Your Trouble
Is the same as that from which Ruby Farley, of Middletown, Calif., sut-
fered, the stpry of her cure will cheer you. She writes: '-I suffered for
one year from interruption. of my periods. I took several medicines, and
went to a doctor, but nothing helped me, until I took Cardui, which relieved
me, and now I feel well and strong. I am very grateful for the good that
CARDU1 Woman'sRelief
has done for me, and shall always praise it." pi)
67"-NIt Is a specific remedy for diseases of women,
due to functional derangements, and by its
gentle, curative action gives you strength where you most need It. Car-
dui relieves or cures periodical headache, backache, falling feelings, etc.




THE LOIN (W LOVE.
Never mind, my deeds—
There's blessee for the poor;
When Joy file* in the window,
Let sorrow out. the door!
Along the shadowed laigeertay
We meet with thorny foes,
Yet we may have; my dearie,
The riches of a rose.
Never mind the trouble--
Skies 11 soon be clear:
• Life is but In living'
For other lives, my dear!
—Frank Stanton.
"All Roach Lead to Rome."
And all social channels are con-
verging toward the horse show. The
close of the week finds the show
well in hand with every feature near
matured excellence. Monday night,
the sale of the boxes indicated a
more widespread interest, and from
a pecuniary point of view, the sale
nearly trebled last year's rereipts
from the same source.
Their will be many visitors in
the city—charming vialtors, and ma-
ny are known here by former visas.
A world of small affairs may be ex-
- peeled during the week, while the
reception and the grand ball stand
onteweethe central events.
The vitality which society has
been storing up throughout the sum-
mer fairly will scintillate next week.
If the weather man but will "smile
and look .pleasant." there will be 00
limit to the success of the horse
show.
Among the vialtors who have re-
sponded to the invitation may be
mentioned: Mrs. Frank 0. Watts, of
elashville; Mrs. J. H. Lane of
Mound City, Ill.; Mrs. J. H. Love. of
New York; Mrs. Leon leenieon, of
Cairo; Mrs. Jake Corbett, of Wick-
life; Mrs. Lucy Stark, of Bowling;
Green; Mrs. Charles Petler. of Cai-
ro. and from Marion, Ky.; Mrs. I.
L. Wilson. Mrs. Horace Sayre, Miss!
Kitt Gray, Miss Blanche Haase:
fro Clarksville Tenn., Mrs. Gus-
tav arneken. Mrs. Gay Johnson
ante Mrs. Anne Berryman and Miss
Mayme Tate Chapman, of Morgan-




In a delightful pleasant card
Party, Mrs. John W. McCandless en-
tertained Monday afternoon at her
home on ,West Jelferson street in
compliment to Miss Susie McCand-
less, of New York. The house was
decorated in white and green, ,roses
and ferns Meng conspicuous. There
were eight tables with a plate .of
mints in the center and covered with
green cloth. The first prize, a Japa-
nese ease. 'was won by Miss Clara
Park. She presented it to Miss Mc-
Candless. Miss Park also receivee the
Ions hand prise, a halenfaintsid
comb and brush tray. Mies erudite
Coleman received the eonsolatioa
prima book. A two-course luncheon
was *erred is the afternoon and
Newman's orchestra Played In at-
tendant* were: Mrs. Ada Van Pelts
of ()Oland, Ca:.; Mrs. J. D. Martin.
of San Francisco; Mesdames Wheel-
er Campbell, Luke Russell. Daniel
Hughes, Allen Ashcraft, W. B. Mc-
Pheisole C. C. Burk. J. ('. Flournoy.
Hubbard Wells, William Marble,
Charles Morquot, C. C. Warren, J.
le Williamson, Jr., Henry Rudy.
.1- in S. Bleacher, T. C. Leech, Har-
ry Williamson, C. C. Graesham,
Clarence Sherrill, Ned Caber, D. M.
Flournoy, R. D. MacMillen, M. G.
Cope J. K. Greer. and Misses Mole
Cobb, Bette Hatfield, Nell Paxton,
Monima Hopkins. Lulu Reed, Susie
Thompson. Morgarette Parks. Clara
Parks, Mary K. Boswell, Carltne So-
well, Ewell Hiese Yellen Gregory,
(IRE you Planning for aBridge or Whist Party
or do you need a new
pack for the social faMily evening
in your own home? If so, why
not take home a package of
3ndt,
Playing Cards
and supply your needs at little cost.
We carry a full line of Counters,
Chips, Score Blanks, Bridge Score
Cards, etc., etc.
A pack of Rexall Playing Cards,
superior in slip and finish and equal
to regular 25c. packs for 15e.
'W. B. PHERSON
Fourth and Broadway.
Myrtle Greer, Martha Davis, Lillie
May Winstead, - Elizabeth Atkins,
Fannie Coleman, Bella Coleman and
Elizabeth Sebree.
Skiddoo Arty.
Mr. Mel Byrd, Jr., of West Trite-
Isle street, entertained twenty-three
.of his friends Wednesday evening on
hits twenty-third birthday in honor
of Miss 3fible Gough, of Henderson,
Ky., a visitor In the city. The color
scheme of yellow and white Was
prettily carried out. Dainty re-
freahments of ices and punch were
served during the-eveulug. In a con-
test Miss Restate Lane *on the
young ladies' prize and Mr. George
Holliday the gentleman's. The guest
!tut Included: Misses Cable Gough.
of Henderson, iC,y., Cora Richardson,
Claire St. John, Caroline Ham, Mary
Barry, Irene Curd, Floyd SwIft, Ed-
as Kaden, Nell Barry, Maybelle Bey-
er, Resale Lane. Mary Byrd and
Messrs. Dudward Sutton, 1A'atson
Cockaton. dward Curd, Oswald
Cheek. James Davis. Allen Wolff,
George Holliday, Marshal Puryear,
Russell McLean and Howard Shel-
too. •
Retro ion.
Mee J. M. Buckner gave an intro-
ductory reception Thursday evenieg
at her home on Jefferson street to
her guest, Dr. A. H. Flowers, of
Heston. Dr. Flowers was the brother
of the Hey. George A. Flowers, who
was pastor here many soars ago at
the First Christian church. The re-
ception was given that t'he old
chorch members might meet the%
former pastor's brother. The colorr
scheme Of red and white was car-
ried out in the decorations and
Ices.
—4)—
In Honor of Birthday.
Miss Mary Byrd entertained I last
t•vestug at her borne on Trimble
tereet, In honor of her birthday. The
even*" was delightfully spent with
games and other happy diversions
suggested by the hostess. tn the
game of "Penny Converselion,"
NI:Sei Allie D. Foster captured the
young ladies' prise and Mr. Spencer
Starks the geatletnen's. Delightful
refreshments were served at the con-
clusion of :he game.
--eb--
Hone. show vseitoes.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Love, of New
*met, will be the -rests of Mr. and
Mrs. R. B. Pbelips at their country
home. Mr. and Mrs. F. 0. Watts also
will visit Mr. and Mrs. Phillips,
Mrs. Anne Berryman of Clarke-
vele. Tenn., will visit Mrs. Campbell
Flournoy, ' •
Mrs: Latvia Haynie. of Gallatin,
Tenn., will visit Mr. and Mrs. John
S. /Needier.
Mrs. Gustav 1A'arneken, Mr. Hart
Caldwell and Mr. Jack Lowry, of
Clarksville, will be the guests of
Ir. and Mrs. Cook Husbands at the
'i, bhage Patch."
Miss Lucy Bruen, of Webb City.
Mo.. will be the guest of Mhos Mar-
bile &Ott.'
MA* *mum Lou Love, of India-
napolis, Will be the guest cif the
Messes Rieke.
Mrs. Gus Thomas, of Mayfield, and
Miss Mary Sketfington. of Nashville,
well be the guests of Mrs. George A.
Flournoy.
Miss Rosie English, of Lonisvilie,
wit; he the guest of Dr. and Mrs. H.
G. Reynolds.
Partertainmente for Visitors.
The entertainments of the week
will be many, Varied and beautiful in
detail. The ladies of the entertain-
ment committee, of which Mrs. R. B.
Phillips is chairman, will give a re-
ception to the sponsors and visitors,
to which the men and women of the
city, too, are ineted, In the pahlors
of the Chess. Checker and Whist dub
Thursday afternoon. The first an-
nouncement was that the reception
would take place at the Eilue Home.
but the committee has decided to
hold It in the club rooms.
The rooms will be handsomely'
decorated in red, blue and yellow for
the occasion, and tlo• boars will be
from et- to 5. Friday offffetethe bell
will he given at the Bike' home.
it promises to. be one of the hand-
somest alleges of the kind in the -his-
tory of th_p *qty. The beautiful as-
sembly room -ef-the Home will be
used, and It will he decorated with
cut flowers and plants, and in the col-
ea of the Merge ebow Association.
see blue and yellow.
The grand march will Mart prompt
.y at 10:30. aria then three dance
figures will be danced. Followleg
this a three favor cotillion will be
danced. The favors will be caps,
whips, spurs, crops, horns, bridles
for the men, and bracelets, mirrors
and riding accessories for the ladies.
Mrs. George C. Wallace* and MISS
Anna Webb will distribute the favors,
and Mr. Roy Culiey and Mrs. R. B.
Phillips will lead the cotillion. Three
deuces wiM also follow the rotation.
Admission to the ball will be by
ticket and the ttekets etre My sale at
a. dollar each.
Other entertainments of the week
-are:
him Campbell Flournoy will Wye
at tea Wednesday afternoon in honor
of her guests, Me. and Mrs. Prank 0.
Watts, of Nashville.
Mn. Clarence Sherrill will enter-
tain at bridge Thursday morning in
eumpliment to Mrs. Frank Watts and
I
?drs. John. H. Love.
Mn, and Mrs. John S. Bleed:or will
give *Muses. party In honor of him
T 
Mk Wittts* at Nashville, Mrs John. i
IWO MVO= EVENTINC1 Ow*
H. Love, of N9,vf 14,00. and ma Is_
Ida Haynie, of Gallatin. ifsen.,efftio NEWS OF KENTUCKYwill be her guest during the week.'Mrs. ()verge A. Flournoy will en
tertein Saturday awning in home
of her guests, Mrs. Gus Thomas, of
Mayfiesid, and. Mies Mary Sketnngton
of Nasheille.
There will be severaeother inform-
al parties, and probably one or two
.iziore larger alleles during the week,
'the dates for which have yet to be
fixed. The theater, too, will be the
bourse: of diversion, and withal, the
week will be a gay one in the social
real in.
The Muskat Drill,
One of the prettiest features of the
show Past year was the Musical Drill,
eset.d the promoters decided on thie
feature as one of the attractions
ragain this year about the first thing.
On account of the inclement weather,
however, the couples who will ride
bays' had very few practices, but there
is ample time before Wednesday
night, when the feature roMrs of. te•
.perfect It, Those who wfileelde hi
the drill are Mr Gus Tesemand
Miss Martha Davis; W. I. Sturte-
vant and Miss Frances Wallace:
Frank Darla apd Miss Marjorie
Scott; Zack Bryant and Miss May
Davie: Mr. and Mrs Henry Rudy;
George Thompson, Jr., and Miss
Ethel Sights: illehard Scott and Mies
Gene Morris; Will Rudy and Miss
Henri Aleott; Waiter Iverson and
Miss Mary Cave; Mr. and Mrs John
S. Bleecker; 0. L. Gregory and Mrs.
George Illoarnoy; Mr. and Mrs. C.
L. Van Meter; Gem*, Smith and
Miss ask. 111.40110: George C. Wal-
lace, Jr., and less Elisabeilr Boswell
W. J. Dias and Mrs. Taylor Fisher:
James Utterback and .Miss Willianset-
ta Janes; Jos. L. Friedman and Miss
Jeanette CerntraeM: Dr. H (1 Rey-
nolds and Mass Frances Certer.
The Cliildrieee Features.
The children's features of the
Horse Stow this year are going to be
better than last year, and that 's
saying a good deal. itjwilefer, with
lust year's work to guide them, the
committee has been able to work up
sae, beeler features All of the chil-
dren's ivents sell be Friday of the
week, and the list of entries is a
very large one. There ate about
twenty entriteres -the eding event for
the best boy and the best girl rider,
and fully that many in the flower pa-
rade. The flower Parade will, prob-
ably, be the prettiest event on the
entire program, and all this week the
little televise have been hard at work
decorating their ,rigs for it, asalated.
of course, by the lorgnettes and
eiders. •
Among those entering are Susan
Porter Sieeth. the daughter of Mr.
James P. lileeth, and only two and is
half years old; Anna Webb Phillips,
daughter of Mr. and 'Mrs. R. B. Phil-
lips, three years of age; Leaa Utter-
back, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James Utterback. three year old, and
Virginia Wright. daughter of Mr.
anifleriv. W. R Wright.
Next Saturday afternoon all the
children In the events will be enter-
tained at Th• Pines by the committee,
of which Mrs. Jos. L. Friedman is
chairman, and the prime will be dis-
tributed to all the chlidren who have
taken any part in the events and won
no pv:zes. Dr. Voris will meet with
the children at the park Ifondayeaf-
ternoon at 4:30 o'clock to drill them,
and all are urged to attend.
Notes.
In the limited number of ap-
pearances, Mr George Bagby, who
recently came to the city to make his
home has made the public have rea-
son to congratulate itself on seenr-
lag a talented young man. His tal-
ent already has proven practically
useful and certainly delightful.
It is to be hoped that the skies
will 'have "weeped themselves to
sleep" with the klose of this week.
The molest drill has betehieet back
slightly by the rain and other outside
practice has bees brought to a stand,
Wednesday afternoon little ?disk
Ifilzabetb HUI entertained a large.
number of her friends at her home,
Sixth and Clay streets. It was In
commemoration of her eighth birth-
day. It was a thoroughly enjoyable
party and refreshments were nerved
in the afternoon.
Miss Emma Davis. of Smithland,
was married to Dr. G. D. Mime at
SmIthland Wednesday evening iii
the Methodist church. Miss Davis
has friends here and Ur. 'COW Is
rn Missouri':
Next Thursday evening. Wears.
Cecil Patton and Clarence Krug will
give a dance at the park petition.
Tweneefive coueles will be present.
Took inns foe a "Dead Oise."
Charles liewtrey tells- of this ex-
perienee. During a trip through Eu-
rope he found himself in a small
village with no razors. There was no
barber's shop In the place. "The Inn-
keeper told me, says Mr. Hawtrey.
"that there was a man In the vil-
lage who occasionally shaved people,
and 1 determined to risk a cut or
two, and sent for him.
"The amateur barber arrived, and
after a little healtaticra he sald to
me: 'Wil you please, sir, Ile down
fiat on your back while I shave
you?"
"Thinking that it was probably
the custom of the country, I stretch-
ed out comfortably on my back, and
nearly went to sleep while the fel-
low shaved me, so light was his
touch.
"When he had finished I asked:
'I am curious to know why you ask-
ed me to lie down to he shaved.'
"Ileraime, etre Was the ingrterme
reply. 'I never before a live
mtine"
ourrksii ituii, Too fear.
Frenkfort, Ky., Sept 29.—The
court of appuels. by Judge Barker,
reversed the Boyle c.reitit court in
tee Jung arestseog company vs. the
comumowealth. Appellants were in-
dicted and fined, for violation of Sec-
tion 576. Kentueky statutes, for fall-
ing to Owe the word "incorporated"
under labels on beer bottles. This
court holds that the words "panted
or advertising matter" is not to. be
extended to labels on the articles of
merchisodiee sold -that it reales to
letter-heads and advertising matter.
Similar indictment's are pending in
many countless of the state for al-
leged simile( offenges.
Confederate Veterans,
Louisville, Ky., OW e9 -At the
annual state retinlog_of Confederate
veterans 1st Kentech3. held at the
Home at Pewee Vallee today, the fol-
lowing utlicere were elected: Bennet,
H. Young, re-elected, waivr goner,.
isin•.* et. Rogers, Paris, general of
First brigade; W. J. Stone, general
of Second brigade; Doilei Thornton,
general of Third brigade. and 11. B
Johnsoa, of Lexington, general of the
Fourth brigade.
Anyhon 'sweetness lion,
Just after the day's session of the
investigation of affairs at. the East-
ern Kentucky Insane asylum had ad-
journed J. F. Wallace, an ex-attend-
ant who caused the investigation,
brought in the most important wit-
ness of the day. This man, John
Karigozian. said be had seen pa-
tients choked and beaten and had
Protested vainly. The Investigation
late adjourned uutil linen the grand
Jury meets.
Into Bankruptcy.
Hickman, Ky., Sept. 29.-- Abeitt
a week ago the Ellison Mercantile
company. which was incorporated
tor $60,000, the largest firm in this
place, having four stores,- merle an
assignment for 850,000. A day Or
two ago the Iselin .City Clothing
conliMilY said the Brai Ciebing com-
pany, of Louisville, threw the com-
pany into bankruptcy.
Brother Wonted Wife.
Richmond. Ky., Sept. 29.--Na-
than Tudor, last Meat shot and kill-
ed his brother. Marlon. Tudor says
Marion eame to his house and Insult-
ed his wife. ,She told her husband.
He secured a gun and killed his
brother He was not placed in jail,
being allowed a ghard.
-
Was Wrong elan.
Henderson, KY., Sept. 29.— A
young negro ma,, who was arrested
here Wednesdaf night, suspected of
being Godfrey Ray, who killed Mar-
shal John C. Dickerson. of Trenton.
Ky.. an September 9, proved to be
the wrong man.
THE WHOLE LAMB FANULV.
Mary had a little !atilt)
With fleece as white as snow,
And everywhere that Mary went
That lamb was sure to go.
--Nursery' Rhyme.
Mao had a little lamb--
She got It Christmas morning:
By night its wood-and-wool remains
The ash can were .adoring.
—New York Times
Mary had a Little Iamb,
As you have heard before;
.1( Mary had been hungrier
She would have called for more
—Soetnrville Journal.
Mary read a little Lamb
And yawned: "The 'dullest 'feller
Ever!" Then took her card ene-met 4finv
The latest six-best-seller.
eTePuck.
Mary had a little waiste
Where waists were meant to grow
And everywhere the fashions went
Her waist was sure to go.
--New York Sun.
Mary had a little man.
With liver white as anovire
And everything that Mary said
Was pretty sure to go.
—Pack.
Mother had-a-little ear.
Her pompadour, you know, - _
And everywhe-re- that Mother went,
The rat was sure re go._
—New York Sun.
Willie had a little monk.
The mole( he took to school:
And trousers and his act
Were both agalnet the
- Boston Transcript.
"Does she move in tlii best Arlo
of society?"





The above guarantee of W. B. Mc-
Phereon the druggist Is offering for
Parisian Sage the Scientille French
Hair Restoret.
If you haire dandruff, take advant-
age of this alter and kill the little
dandruff germ** that will surely goal
your hair from you If allowed to bur-
row Into the roots of your hair/
Parisian Sage Is an exhilarsting
and pleasant Flair dressing; it IS not
sticky or greasy and it makes- the
hair soft, beautiful and luxuriant.
Price is 50 cents. a bottle. lk_epti
cannot get Parisian litageltom ;Witt
gist To your vmutt) it wpi h••• t to
yen .on reeeiht of price, _ell Helloes;




Beer is being served
without the label. If
you want the genuine
BEI:NE-DERE, the
master brew, look for
the label. It's on
WING AH FONG
elPITALleT, t I I itt I;
OF PRETTY GIRLS, Mee.
'4' !••
Father-in-Lew of Rear Admiral*
Whiting and Amy OM era—
Fa moue.
Honolulu, Sept 22.—WIng Ah
Fong, the well-known Chinese capi-
talise who was known to fame deft-
ly &s the father of thirteen beautifial
daughters, all of whom have be-
come the Wives of men of promi-
nonee, four having married into the
American army and navy, died In
Chins on Tuesday, September 2e.
News to this effect was recelveditere
IF1121E,-"E EAU esTATe I-11.110E LASTtoday.
Tbe name of the Ali Fong family
Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835Is known in every capital '
world, and espeeitle in the
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE
vies along the Pacific coast of tb, '
country. The daughters have beet
celebrated for twenty years as th,
belles of the Hawaiian Islands. Ore
of these is the.wita of Rear Adrairs'
Whiting, U S. N., another of Lieu
tenant Riggs, of the wee serviee,
third of James W. Brewster.
served on the cruiser Harvard
Mg the Spanish-American war, an .
a fourth is married to Lieutente
Andrew al Daugherty of the art
There are two sons In the fate
efne of whom. Albert, married a
Davenport, Iowa, miss Anna F.
beth Whiting, a mese of Rear ee
ral Whiting The other was with it
nether lu ('bins eitel 'tete,
fieath.
MIL TRADED le(let TWO HGRSEs
• , -
Wife of 14 Tears ereesiee Her Par-
ents In Suit for Dtvorre.
Des Moines. Sept. 29.-- Charging
that at the age of 13 she was tesJed
by her parents for a team of horse's.
Mrs. Heasy Teepier. aged 14, com-
menced snit in the diekriet codrt to-




For declining years is a good !ubstantial sayings ac-
count, built up during the money earning period,
,li)eposlt part of your earnings weekly or monthly
In this bank, and at 4 per cent compounded semi-






The girl says that at the time of the
Marriage .she was given to under-
stand by her parents that the would
not have to live web-the man, _ikee;
she says he took her to a het-41,
where he lived wen % her three
months. Then, she says, he became
cruel -and alrustve to her, and finally
she was compelled to leave him.
teetkIng protection from the Iowa
Humane society.
SMITHS SENTENCRO
To Priem) and .tseensed Heavy Pine%
for Holding Negroes*,
("Ape Girardeau. Mo., Sept. 29.—
In the oases of the men convicted Of
peonage here, Jude° Pollock today
etenteneed Charles M Smith to three
years and six months in the peniten
Cary at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas.
knd a fine of 95,000: Charles M.
Smith, Jr., 40 two years in' the peni-
tentiary, and a. lino of ee,000. Ben
etoltand Ben Fields were each see-
tele to one year anal fix months
and $190 fine: W. Lee Rogeri add
William Woods, each two years and
six months and $11 0 fine. Floyd,
Woods, to two years and six mouths
and $100 fine.
Lots of women quarrel with their
husbands beeare they deem It en
Important part of Noir doeinnth!
1.1.,111,S LieT FOR POLITI(14.
Cincinnati Paster %Vent. le Work her
initintive and liees-rendnm.
Cincinnati, lime 29.--Herhert
Bigelow. ter nutny weals Pastor of
the Vinee Street Coehregatioaal
ehurch. has made formal request to
erletteeti from his pastoral duties
in order to ci,.rtite his time can-
vateing the state in the Interest of
the initiative and. refeeenduler.
Bigelow In laying his plane befor,
the congregation emphasised the her.-
WM to be derived from imniediat,
action nitteatise of eertatn Present fa-
vorable conditions 41111 reference r,,
the legislative sessions. Mr. Barrette
was a (Telerate to the recent Demo-
cratic state convention.
Sonar of their city mei taintances matte
came to r;sir them one summer and
the little slaughter of 7 _or it was
!hewing them about the place.
"What nice chickens!" exclaimed






"Yea." said ,th• youthful tat-meters..
with realty ktiew mittens about it; I
"(het is, they could, of conrse: hut in




It-west and best hotel Inthe city
Rates fie oo. Two laige sample
vozas. Bath rogms. SleCtrit
Agats The only centrally located
-motel in the cdty.
C•wwerrist %trawls Selicitod•
MIAS L. WELL & CO
CAMPBELL BLOCK
Telephones: Oince, seg, Residence, ysli
INSURANCE.
The 1 exam Wonder
Ceres all kidney, bladder and rhere
troubles; sold by 3 if Gehl-.
gehlaseger. 601 Broadway, Dr E. W.
Hen, were 29e6 Olive street, St
Louis,
New Shooting Gallery.
I will open a new shooting gallery
3,12 Broadway, September 29, 1906.
WM. BOUGENO.
DeWitt's iettle Early Hitters.
Pleasant little pills that do not gripe
  ....—....- - or sicken. Sold by hang Bros.
A piece of raw onron cures insect
bites almost e ae well es does IMMO- More than 2.000 persehs Ale .




AY THE SUN PUBLISHINOCO.
ismoneo AAAAA
14 somas. ihressasse
ste win J. Paavow, L.:moral lialialar.
SOIDECIAIPTION SATES:
'littered 64 she siostostios as Peasears. Eye as
mesas, Oar issitswe
TIM DAILY SUN
fif 9•1111014 ger week- --------_.__._I .15
01 malt me wain. in .40
Ay wall. per year. to ethanol) -- LSO
THE WEEKLY SUN
Pea year, by wall. pottage pan, -11.111
Address. THE SUN. PatgAreah. Ky.
or nca, lIbSoIbTblrt raLsraosas
"sow& Young Chicago 1o4 New York rep-
.eteentadvea.
_
THZ 1111.1N Call be found at the following
pieces;





HATURDA V. SEPTE EH 20.
-111110ULATION STA ENT.
'August 1..3830 August 17..3888
August 2..394S Authst. 18..$.874
August 3..3ssil Autist 20..3852
August 4-3a61 Aulitst 21..3811
August 6..3863 Augnst 23..3834
August 7..3879 Au st 23..3833i
August 8..3916 Au st 24..3841
August 9..3927 Au at 26..4220
August 10..3596 Auttist27..3h65
August 11..3951 A ugitst 28.. 3849
August t3..3s94 August 29..4327
August 14..Stisli August 30..4330
August 15..3901 August 31..4407
August IC. 3s9s 0
Tot al  106,379
Averaeo for Atiguq, 1061'  3940
Average for August, 1905 3705
_
increase  235
"ersonally appeared before me,
tele Septetuber 1, 19116, E. j. pax.
4a. general manager of The Sun.
wise &Irma that the above statement
4 the circulation of The Sun for the
IMIseth of August. 194s4e is true to the
Of 114 know l..10. and belief.
Pt: I ER I' I • RYEA R.
Notary Public.
My commission expires January
AL 190g.
I oasty Thought.
"Great mimes of truhlk interest ai-e
the bcst guitrantrie, of a eOuntry's
life and honor.'
LOCAL SELF-(;OVERNMENT.
How lotrr, illyan's cry for local
self -gorertirmoie comport with the ge-
ar ties of the 'state iegislattse• in dictat-
ing to the 4-.tirens of Parlor-eh how
many polivernen they must employ In
'strafing oreets of the city'
.11 strike o:1 toe as range that a bevy
Of 1)011,14 Ian,. from josington, New-
' pott dand Cov neton cat go to Frank
fort and by the aid or .) legislature.
°alt. two members of which see from
Metracio n county. ate! 41 snug!) rue
liority of whom live sothin OM miles
of this .ity, weeure legislation applit-
. able sprelleally to the people CA Pa-
ducah. We elect nientbere of tbe
geseral ectuoril, to vilsoa we delegate
nothorit) to detertnine how many
POlicemen we need, and we support
-our own r 1% government Yet a
state grit. rat assembly without the
alighleet (soot knowledge on the
aubjert, a II dictate to the
city, but e • • 01 • the will of the
1 and invesaed
with to determine the
'city's n4 fter thiet same
Issuers ; ad., prorestone
for the ober less than
the kid nes. -- It is too
it* .fk. point of po-
lie* contr ,ut. ti. orinc.ple Is Just
obroo,10.1. r•ri% as it Was eight
mouth.age .• .. of .the second
cls.s hose .t..r•,, hilt it is a thing
of loose r .nSI: I :! ,n, liable to legis-
lative tinktoot .• every summlifin of
the genera' aoseitdo and eooserva-
tire, armor], ..11 liduesh always gets
_else worst of 't from such hetbede of
graft as ill .04}erIjafttlye coot-
posing :h. ..,,,rd • lass. Cities should
'have a ti,r lw •'1 body of laws,
not alibi, • at t e mere
is bunt 14 a op s Ti..tj,irity. an unless
semi h - t,ttE1.. yeinedytbie its oaCtion unwilling
Pad Ira VC I :; ic i1.:e,1 into extra,-
r, r • tere,o( foe-





court e west-and will
rem,,.; . '- rtn. hoe* until after
ttie .yleo *,, t,e it aiit of reach of
the PhD .1 • - rtoi. may he sur-
prieee to ti. .t n 'erotism" candid**




ea, A Cleveland, Ohio. matron is sit-
ing for divorce on lb. grennd that her
Th.,
ransi
An offi. ia, .1. • 1 , Ioaltue of Munic-ipalities mere Ie in ritieogo read a
paper on the -Enc., olt mutation on
WMorals.° e all lin 'lithe P.M
property owner IS inoved to profanity
when the board of health isetiee a
elea a-up order.
When Millionaire Devlin. of Man-
tes. made hie. will providing that his
serfe retain his name and pray for
him atm a month, he wiiis not more
Joliet on keeping her Devlin than his
Devil cm(
husband 1O5'ntinually ears her up by
telephone She would have a better
show, if he called her thorn that
way.
Considering the way some people
talk, one is Inc'l'ined to believe lan-
guage is intended as a substitute
rather than a diegulee for thought
William Jennings Bryan says he is
glad 'Hearst was nominated. Now,
se know Bryan doesn't like dearst.
Russlau disturbances have to sur-
render the big type to nature for a
s0aco-
General Stoessel has quit ate gooey;
but he did not quit before lb* arm)
did.
e
Ailing Mayor Stark's reign has
be as serene as it has been breve
A GYPSY WEDDING.
Were you ever at a Gypsy wed-
ding! Well, never mind, all guests
are welcome, even the hated .gringo.
If he brings plenty of silver coins to
exchange for weak, red wine in
which to drink the bride's health.
Outside the marriage tent a solemn
company of men and women-, brave
In Gypsy flnery of scarlet shawls and
brilliant handkerchiefs, are dancing
In the mud, their hands interlaced
after the fashion of children playing
ring-around-the rosy. These are the
bride's kInspeople. The- patents of
the groom stand apart before their
tent apparently unconigeoes that a
wedding Is In progress.
14ft the tent-flap and you will see
a curius sight. On the floor is spread
a red-barred table-eloth• and on 'ft is
meat and wine and many Romany
delicaeles. A merry crowd or young
folk the friends of the bride and
groom, are feastfenr, *netting and
singing with the joy of youth and
Irresponeibility Standing at the back
of the tent, totally ignored by the
assembled .company, are the bride
and groom. The girl, full bosomed,
strong and beautifni, is in tears-
one end of her white tulle vell dawn
across hc.: fa,... to hide its sadnesa.
She leans on the arm of a dark,
slender boy, who, looks anything but
happy. The bride is clad in a trailing
robe of red velvet, but the groom's
only concession to this ceremony- Is a
more then usually gaudy necker-
chief, a sew gray felt het and a clean
shirt.
Presently the headsman of the
tribe--whose °dice is now obsolete
--teases a sharp-blued axe out into
the crowd and himself emerges from
the tent with -a headless chicken, its
blood dripping on the ground. This
,the final ceremony. The young
people are now merried and the
bride *gees her parsons e.nd her porn
tribe forever. Perchance in after
Pears she may pass her people on
the imgolk-but Irani their tents she
goesiorever. _
There la no Joy in marriage and
courtship for the .Rosmany girl. She
weds at her parents' command and
Is ook allowed to speak to the man
who will make or marlber future on
my topic pertaltilng ko their life to-
gether until after marriage. A Ro-
many girl who marries outside her
caste le trust out of the tribe forev-
er. She cannot marry a house dwell-
er and remain In the tents of Ro-
man). --Jessie Partion Tyree, in
September ."RecreatIon."
A PROPER ORDEli.
A dispatch from Macon, Oa „nye:,
Thomas Dixon's play. "The Clans-
man,' booked to appear Is the thee-
ter here Wednesday isigbt, *ill not
be permitted to he even. By order
of the mayor. In view of site race
riots In Atlanta, it is deemed unwise
to let "The Clansman" be given.
Steps will be taken, It is said, to
keep the show out of the theaters
of Georgia The public ts not favors-
bie to its second appearance.
Th ee, Macon authorities are wise.,
Mr. Dixon's flamboyant play Is of no
true value in s historic or literary
sense, and its presentation serves on-
ly to revive animosities and strength-
ens prejudices that ought to sleep.
The advantage of the south Iles in
preserving bed feeling  between this
and other sectioos of tile unionoand
ailso peace between the rams. Dix-
on's Way begets feedings that are in-
imical to both. Let the historians( at-
tend to the dead past; It is their
work, and it will in time he faithful-
ly done. The south of today should
look to the present and the future
and to that end his not wholesome
that public emotion should be stir-
red by fiery melodramas tlistsrehash
with vivid and exaggerated colors
the worst features of the reconstruc-
tion era.- Nashville Banner.
MACK HANn.
Throws Bends In New Vent, net No
one Is Killed-
" Ir York, Sept. 29.- Saltrator
Campo'. a wealthy Italian and the
family narrowly esraped death last
night by a bomb While they were at
dinner a bomb was thrown throught
the skylight of an adjoining room.
The house was wrecked. Pollee say
it Is another "Black Hand" mystery
which will never be solved.
John M. Fleming, salesman for
the Burroughs adding Machine, has
moved to Paducah and will estab-




Rain Has Saturated Every-
/thing-Spirits are Damp.
No One Its Pleased hut .he Venders
of Over Shore aad tniterelbse
Thits
CR411'14 NOT bleftliOtrtiLY BERT.
• A little rain now and then, is rd-
imbed even by circus men, but the
continuous performance that has
been given for the Istitt five days is
beghaning to wear on the public
nerves. Nearly three inches have
fallen.
Practically everything has suffered
by the rain. All outside/work has
been suspended. Many of the plans
for practice formed by the horse
show committees have been rudely
disarranged, still as a whir*, the
massagers are patting themiselves on
the back tre;causr. this weather did not
come next week
In the country the crops will not
have suffered so much if the ruin
will stop now. But much more of It
will burl the hay and corn. The to-
nere() crop largely has been housed
it also is pseventleg sonic south
needed plowing and sowing, which
the farmers are accustomed to do at
this time.
The rubber shoe business hap re-
ceived a vast etimulation by the rain
and the umbrella market ,s running
low. Tios.40,rneseems either to have
spent ite for" before it reached Pa-
ducah or else it went around the city-
Insignificent damage is reported.
e The rain has laid -off 90 many men
that it probabOt Is true now that
"everybody works but father."
Mr. Alex Kirkland, °Cy/ auditor,
and Dr. J. Q. A. Taylor, of the board
of public works, returned this morn-
ing from Chicago, where they attend
ad the session of the League of Mu-
nicipalities. Mayor Vetoer and Cite
Engineer Washington will return to
night.
While in Cheese() the delegates
had a delightfu• time, besides se
quIring efinaiderable useful infornsa
Hoe in the woe of Municipal work
They were entertained with as auto-
mobile ride, a trip to the White City_
a visit to the theaters and a tour of
the lull tube, for tee blocks, forty
feet under the heart of Chicago. This
is a $50,00410:0(W0 project Their
toutemplated trip on tle lake was
prevented yesterday by the gulf
Worm elarthlte 'Obleagn. ••••-• . • .
Mayor Daunt at Chicago, was
elected presideot of the league. and
Norfolk. Va . was selected as the
plane for holding theinext meeting
IN THE COURTS
State Lies-Nee Sake.
The following cults for licenses
have been flied by L. P. Tanner,
state auditor's agent, to the count)
court, with instructions to leave off
the docket the names of all firms
Wing:
L. W. Henneheroer Hardware
company, $100, selling pistols at re-
tail: Flolt and Potter, 725, real es-
tate: Rowland, Noreen & company.
$25, real estate and Insurance; Honk
Brothers, $100, selling pistols at
retail. Palnier Hotel *company, $40.,
operating fle; Deo) and billtard ta-
bles: George H. Goodman. $40, do-
• liquor baseness; Paducah laun-
dry, Young & Griffith, Wahl Bmth-
ere. $10 each, laundry; Murray &
Wathea. $35, operating four pool ta-
bles; W. N. Janes, $26, real estate,
George 0. Hart & sous' company.
$100, selling pippin at retail;. A. M.
Leavison & company. $35. selling
proprietary beverages; S. T. Rand*,
real estate.
---
Although the docket was short to-
day. In the police court the session
*load for them. hours and the noon
whistles were blowing when ad-
journment was, had. The testimony
in the trial of Emmet Shoffner and
Thomas Lowery charged with mall-
cioUll assault and wounding with in-
tent to kill, consumed a greater part,
of tbe time. Shoffner and Lowery
were *ceased of assaulting Hoser
Morgan Is the Katterjohn ravine
near the corner of Twetrtt and Hus-
bands litotes Friday, September 21.
Morgan was badly wounded and
was confined to his bed for several
days. The preliminary trial today
resulted in Lowery being dismissed
and Shaffner held to tbe circuit
court,,, His bond was fixed at $200.
The defendants and complainant are
all young men living In 1.1ttleville.
The trial of L M. Stephon, a
druggist of Ninth stteet and Kentee-
kv avenue charged in three couats
with selling COCCI*. Was set for Sat-
urday. October ff. The defendant Is
ill and a ceetilleate was presented
from Dr. H. II. Duley that Mr. Ste-
phros Is sufferIng from malarial fe-
ver.
The trial or Rut Vaseetir and Her-
man Williems. alias Maley Williams,
was continued until Tuesday on tic-
rount of the absence of their lawyer,
Hon. Wheeler Campbtell, who le in
lonlaville with Its sick wife, Judge
Paryear stated that the trial would
be held On that date whether Mr.
Campbell Was preset* or not.
The trial of Goalie Graves, • ne-
gro woman, charged with petty lar-
ceny, was continued.
Sam Barker, a negro, was fined
$10 and coats for a breach of peace.
lOreenign Torten. Charles Thomas,
Ben Satterfield, VS'oodie Williams,
Wesley Pendleton, negroes, charged
with disorderly conduct, were dis-
missed and Instructed to quit the
habit of loitering around saloons,and
offering their services as referees
and assIstays In fiats.
•
Suite Plied.
Susie Newton instituted a suit for
divorce in ̀ the circuit court yester-
day against her husband, Charles
NewtOn. The.), mantled In Metropo-
lis July 9, 1905, and he deserted 'her
July 30, 1905. She sake to be re-
stored to her maiden name Susie
Spicer.
Byrne Clark has filed suit against
Eva Webb for $53.50 claimed due on
account
Deed Filed,
W. C. O'Bryan to W. C. McCand-
less, property In the O'Bryan addi-
tion, $75.
Mr. O'Bryan to G. W. Edwards,
property iu O'Bryanei addition, $76.
Lizsie Ray to Ben Wellie, proper-
ty on Pluakett's Hill, 1150.
New Suits,
Prince A, Stubblefield, of the coun-
ty, filed a suit In Circuit court yester-
day agaioet L. E. Stevens, also of
the county, for alleged damage done
his crops from Stevens allowing
some hogs te run over litubbielield's
farm. Stubblefield leased some land
near Lovelaceville from Stevens *ad
the tianiage was done on this farm.
He -sues for $300. a C. Dulgitid
represents the plaintiff.
Deede
A deed WaseiOled today transfer-
ring properly is Fountain park ad-
dition front 71141. Bridges to Mils!
Frank geyent. The consideratise
was $4; 6,
r Meister Commissioner Cecil Reed
flied a deed of conveyance of prop-
erty in the county, lie acres, to Em-
ma Lee Weisner. Her title was es-
tablished to it In ciernit court
J. B. Wickliffe deeded to H S. Re-
hey by conveyance property in Bal-
lard and McCracken ounties.
Marriage Liceiewe.
.1. C. Hero, of Mayfield, age 50, to
MO* S. E Chariellworth, age 50, also
of Mayfield. They were married In
the parlors of the Palmer House,
Court Notes. .
The stock of James Soler. a.phos
tographer at Third and Kentucky
avenue, Was appraised this morning
and will be sold nder execution.
The stock was aPPratsed st $400. itwel he sold to satisfy a debt to the
Anthony & Scoville compisaY. of
New York, and other liens.
SHOW WINDOWS
DRESSED IN HOME KNOW ('OL)
OHS AIRE IELSOANT.
Broadway in Pederast) Preeents spor-
tier* is, II.' Protel of-seine
of Them.
Probably there are a few people in
Paducall whh appreciate the epter-
prise of the local merchants, the
handsome appointments of their
stores, the character of their stocks,
the attractiveness of their ads, which
any expert will pr000unce as good as
anything being done In the cities,
and the striking window displays
*7 get up.
,duge, new the windows of the local
merchants look more attractive than
course, 
they ply pave ever dime bet




tastefully, bet tftiy Itorse show has
given them the opportunity to show
their talents, and It is a bard prop-
osition to decide, who should have
tile "hue ribbon' on window die-
Taking them as one goes up Broad
way, Rudy. Phillips & ̀.evrinpan.e,
have three pretty whitlows showing
horse show goods; Welleopein's two
windows are hard to surpass any-
where and today have attracted much
**melon. Going over to Negel &
Meyers, the display of cups for the
show has attracted much attention
all week. J. L. Wolff's 'windows, al-
ways handsome, show up splendidly
With his display el cups for the show.
Ben Weille and "Bert" Gilbert have
Put in some attractive windows for
Weill*. and "the new store," Roy L
Cuiley & company, show up their
new windows the equal of any to be
seen.
Levy's Isis° shows uu attractively,
and taking the group of stores, those
making horse show displays, it would
be hard to and handsomer windows,
and better testimonials to the pro-
gressiveness of Padueah merchants
Murderer Attempts to Dir.
Minneapolis. Sept. 29. -Het re
Sussman, wanted for the murder of
We wife in Glenwood tiotel Wednes-
day night, was arrested in another
hotel near his home this morning. He
tried to commit suicide by turning
on the gale Police say he has con-
fessed.
Mrs. Percy Parton returned at
Boon tette,' after an extensive trip
through Old Mexico, also flatting In
San Antonio and New Orleans, Mr.




Two Terrorists Gain Entrance
To Peterhof As Servants.
Campaign (4 Assimlnation Promoted
Ii, Attack ou Military Prison 1st
Warsaw.
COMMANDANT 104 3WRDERED.
Warsaw, Sept. 29.---Terrorists to-
day forced their way into the military
prison, fatally shot the commaadent
and escaped. This attack on the
prison commander is regarded as an
attempt on the part of terrorists to
carry out tile new program of war-
fare against the government of War-
MM. The prison contains many
prisoners. Fears are enter-
tained of an attack on other prisons
throughout 'Poland, many of which
are crowded to overflowing with po-
litical prisoners
Plot Inskle Palace.
St Petersburg, Sept. 29.-A well
iaid plot against the life of the em-
peror and one with all the chances
of success on its side., Was unmoor..
ed today by the arrest of two armed
terrorists, a man and a woman In
the quarters of one oi the palace
servants within the enckssure of
Alexandria palace, Peterhof, his ma-
jesty's secluded and closely guarded
summer residence on Crtuistadt bay.
,A servant's son and another lack-
Klepnikoff. who were errs-
to• rOcId, iii smuggling the terrorists
througb,,egieeneards nod arrartging
their hidisife plat*, were arrested.
DEATHS OF A DAY
Mrs. Elisabeth Redden.
Mrs. Elisabeth Rodden, lit years
old, of Benton, Ky., died at the home
of her daughter, Mrs. Hester A.
'Gardner, 333 South Third street, at
3:20 o'clock this morning of old age.
Mrs. Rodden came to Paducah two
weeks ago tied was to have been the
ewe of her daughter for several
weeks_ Until a few weeks ago she
was in remarkably good health, con-
sidering her age. Mrs. Radden was
a woman of really lovable traits of
character and bad many friends in
Paducah and Benton. She is sur-
vived by several children and mazy
descendants. The body was taken to
Beaton this after each ,




Ore Jones. 17 years old, died of
•beese of the brats at Riverside hos-
pital early today. The lad was the
son of Mr. and Mrs. lie B. Jones, of
Folsomdale. Graves county, and was
stricken only last 'Monday. His con-
dition was extremely critical from
the outset and as a last resort his
parents brought him to Paducah Yes-
terday. Paducah surgeons did all is
their power but the twee was con-
sidered hopeless. The boy leaves sev-
eral relatives and many friends in
Graves county. The funeral and bur-
ial will be at the family home, Fol-
somdate, tomorrow afternoon.
Mew Mead Cailen.
Miss Maud Callen, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. S. M. Callen, of 1916
Bridge street, died this morning of
typloRdTET9r-Elle *nue 24 years old
and had lived in the city many emirs
parents. Mies Callao had
frieod.i in the city who will re-
to learn of her death, her lov-
able disposition having made her
popular. The funeral will be held
tomorrow afternoon at 2 o'clock at
the residence and will be conducted
by the tRlisit.isCalsen Thompson, of the
First Bapnt(t church. Burial will be
at th• Morgan (*meter) in the coun-
try.
- Mrs. Cora Green.
Mrs. Cora Green, thirty-flve years
old, wife of Mack Green, died early
today at the family residence In
O'Bryan's addition from.a lingering
Illness of consumption Odra Green
was well known in the isoutheen sec-
Gen of the city and had many friends
She As survived by her husband and
young children. The body will be
taken to Graves county where Mrs.
Green was born old reared. The
funeral will be tomorrow afternoon
from Bethlehem church with burial
in the church cemetery.
Mrs. Harry Ferule.
Mrs. Harry Evans, wife of the
chief lineman for the independent
Telephone company, died yesterday
evening In Memphis after a linger-
ing illness of consumption. The
body will be taken to Bolivar, Tenn.,
for interment, that, city being her
home. Mrs. Evans was about 29
years of age and a Christian woman.
Two years ago she was married In
this city to Mr. Evans.
Emma Melton.
Emma Melton, the pretty ten-
months-old laughter of Mr. and Mrs.
E. L. 'Melton. living on Artheraft ave-
nue, Mechanicsburg, died last night
of summer complaint. The funeral
was at the home this afternoon, with
burial in Oak Grove cemetery. Mr.




V(Htle (SF THE PFX)PLE.
The Editor of The Sun: -
In Platter to myself, and in refuta-
tion of recent charges that have been
made In the school board controversy,
will you please publish the inclosed
articles Very truly.
DAVID L. VAN CULIN.
Met:A-mites Ciscult Court.
D. L. Van Culdn, vs. Emma Mor-
gan, •
This day this cause came on for
hearing on the motion of the defend-
ant to discharge the levy of the at-
tachment and garnishment of the
money of defendant in the hands of
the board of education of the city of
Pitdurah. And the court being suffi-
ciently advised sustains said motion,
and now adjudges that said fund at
the time of the service of the at-
tach meet and garnishment e Tel n
was not sebject to attachment. The
garnishee herein, the Pettus:tab board
of Education Is hereby ordered and
directed to pay over to defeodant,
Emma Morgan, or her attorneys,
Hendrick, Miller & Marble, attY
money owing by said board to her
and garnisheed In its bands and said
board as garnishee herein is now dis-
charged. Dated May 16, 1906.
Ft. T. LIGHTFOOT, J. M. Q. C.
D. L. Van Culin vs. Emma Mor-
gan.
This rouse coming on for trial, and
the defendant having been duly sum
mooed and having failed to answer
and the court being suMelently ad-
vised doth adjudge that the Plaintiff.
*D.' L. Van Colin. recover of the de-
fendant, 'Emma Morgan the sum of
one hundred and thirty-five dollars
and sixty cents ($1316.61)) with in-
terest thereon from the 24th day of
March, 1945, and his costs herein ex-
pended, for which an execution Is
awarded. This .hme 7, 1905,
R. T. LIGHTFOOT, J. M. Q. C
Paducah, 'Ky.. Sept. 24, 1906.
Mr. D. L Vag Colin, City.
Dear Sir: At your request I
herewith furnish you the copy of the
nest ja agment secured by you in
o
1905 • inst. Miss gm
?ntended as 
Morgan. of
this city. Since It is 
you say, that this was an unjust
judgment and that the defendant was
mistreated in rendering such a Judg-
ment. I desire to may In your behalf
that when Miss Morgan was 'served
with a summons in this ease she was
duly notified LO appear and make de-
fense to the cult, If she had any de-
fense and thene is a copy of such sa-
tire given her in my oMee. The re-
turn of the officer shows that there
was a personal service bad upon her.
She did not want to make any de-
fense and did not make any. The pe-
tition in the case flied showed every-
thing that was bought by Miss Mor-
gan and was either verified by your-
▪ car your brothet Solace The
ididginebt tnitili". &Wiser?* ersodered
sad there was no advantage taken of
the defendant by you. Afterwards
in this year the wages of Silm Mor-
gan were attached by you. and a
motion was then made by Mies Mor-
gan's attorneys. Marble & Miller, to
discharge the attachment. admitting
the debt. This motion was based
upon the theory that it would be
against public policy to attach the
wages of a teacher in the public
school. The motion was sustained
by me upon that ground and that
alone. It was never held nor said by
me, nor claimed by the attorneys of
Miss Morgan nor by Miss Morgan
berseif, that the judgment was an
unjust one. The contrary Was true,
the evidence showing that the ac-
count evilest Miss Morgan was for
books and stationary bought by her
for a period of eight or ten years
nearly all of it being bought of your
brother, Nolan Van CuHn. I make
this statement of the facts in this
case at your request, and 1 desire to
say if any one attempts to criticise
you by reason of your and your
brother's conduct in this case, such a
criticlinh would ladeed be unjust.
I beg to &more you that though I
have no Interest whatever In this con-
troversy, yet the foregoing statement
of farts are shown by the records in
my °dice and the evidence intro-
duced before me. Yours respectfully,
R. T. LIGHTFOOT, C. J.
Republica. f'nevention.
The Republicans of the city of Pa-
deceit. Ky. are called to meet at the
city hall In the city of Paducah. Ky..
on Thursday. October 11th, 1-006,
for the purpose of nominatillE candi-
dates for the various city offices to be
%oted for at the November election..
The couventlot will be called to or-
der at 2 o'clock p. m. and the viva-
yore manner of voting will prevail.
PRANK BOYD,
Chairman City CoMMIttee.
C. W. MERRIWEATHER, SectY•
--The Horse Show aolociation has
four more of the ten dollar boxes,
and four of the fifteen dollar boxes
unsold only, and applications for
them will be received by Mr. George
H. Goodman at any time. The $10





NAMES W SIIIIAT SINTEIHI
Methodist.
BROADWAY--The Rev, T. J.'
Newell, pastor. The Rev. J. A. Bur-
roughs, editor of Midland Methodist
of Nashville, will preach at both
Mornlig and evening wellies.-
THIRD STREET-- The Rev. Pe-
ter Fields. pastor. Dr. J. D. Smith
will dill the pulpit la the Meraink •
Thee* will be services in tee evening.
TRIMBLE STREET-Tbs. Rev. W.
W. Armstrong. pastor. Services
morning and evening. Morning sub-
ject, "The Human Tongue."
MISSIONS-The Rev, T. J. Owen
will preach in the morning at tile
Littleville mission and is Ws even-
ing at this- Tennessee utriediteeligech
In tnVeveuing the Rev. Mr. DMts
will *loch at the Littlevillee melee*
- Presbyteries.
FFH8T--The Rev. w4. 11P-Cave.,"
pastor. Subject of morning sermon,
"Yareditable things." is* evening
temeice.
FIRST--The Rev. W. E. Cave.
pastor. Regular morning service. No
evening service.
SIXTH AND KENTUCKY- Suu-
day school and Christian Endeavor
at usual hours.
German.
EVANGELICAL-- The Her. Wil-
liam Bourquin, pastor. Morning 'ser-
vices in German language. Evening
services in linglIsb, subject, "Radi-
ant Penionality."
LUTHERAN- The Rev. A. C. 1.1-
ten, pastor. No morning services.
Evening service in English language.
Christian.
TENTH STREET--Sunday svhool
at 9:39 o'clock a, m. Communion at
19:45 o'clock a. in. Important meet-
ing In the morning
FIRST- Sunday school and com-
munion at usual hours.
MECHANICSBURG-- The Rev L.




Sunday at 10:30 a. M., subject.
Christian Science; Wedaeadat.. at
7:30 p. m. Sunday school at 9:30 a.
m. Public cordially in•rted.
Kpleropal.
ORACE-The Rev. David C.
Wright. rector. Holy communion at
7:30 a. at, Sunday school at 9:39 I.
to Morning pfayer and sermon at
lel 13 o'clock. No eteatag service.
H'-
SECOND-Dr. Graham will fill
the pulpit at both services.
FIRST -The Rev. Calvin Thomp-
son, pastor Morning sad evening
.serelceiL
The Women's Home Mission sort-
eta' of the Trimble Street Methodist
church will meet Monday afternoon
with Mrs. J. C Reavia, 1400 Trimble
street
Mee Awness Lewis, of Heoderson.
My'... who has been visiting her sis-
ter, Mrs. T. S. Cabell. Sixth and Clay
streets. Is sick there from appendici-
tis.
  _
YOU DON'T: WIVE TO WAITEvery ease wakes yes feel boner. Lae Pmloper's *owe week was eight, Said on tbemewerry-trer ?as everywhere. Mee he t tees.
While Americans take great Pride
and pleasure In being eddied "a
*trends:mg people," it is perhaps not
generally appreciated that a great
many Injure themselves physically-
wreck °emus systems, /trite pre-
mature wriaktes, gray hairs and in-
firmities by the berry, worry way In
which they lave. negiecteog in Mule
instances proper Carer of the body end
letting the real pleasures of life ee-.7.
calm an • forfeit. Unrestrained
strenuousness means seurasthenia
ultimately
11seuritst heels is serve-elimination
and that means isefeeleney of the
body fes'earry on vital functioning
Nerve centers lag; debility ensues;
Betleasimes and fatigue reign. Pain
may b. felt in the back; fullness or
pressure at the toe of the head; sleep
Is breites and without refreshment:-
ffigeMlott notable is weak and loss of
aPPOtite constipation and distrees
after eating are the ruleo The head-
ache of neurasthenia * like a band
ansentl the head; ordinarily is woree
in the morning and better towards
the end of day, and is probably the
most common of all headaches which
come for treatment,
deow, drugs do ant help  
thenia; that is admitted; sod phy-
*Ian* have long been iseenstomed
to send their neurasthenic, sway
from fhe cities to the mountains, see-
skorei,pbroad or anywhere to find
new tacenee and enjoy tranquil 'Moor
atiOn. But that le expensive and
there Is a surer, quicker and beteet
as wet' as lees .00stl way-Osteo-path,: • oil t.rittAr
Osteophill t‘e; Yen' t rasthen -
which is bnt ateither me for **re-
finances, by stimulatioo to the nerves
end the circulation.
I can show you to your satisfac-
tion in a vary few minutes why oste
()path,' le the sane rational cure for
ALL dimwits, of the nerves.
Come' to see me at any time be-
tween the hours of 9 and IZ in the
forenoon and 2 and 6 in the after-
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-For Dr. Pendia", ring 416
-C. L.. Brunson & CO. have mov-
ed their Bower store to 529 Broad-
way.
-Our storm Toggles for school
children are a great protection. frOci
to $l.'n Rudy, Phiilipis & Ce.
-The stores of MI Jewish PeoPloa
are cloaed today on ac.coutit of Tom
Kippur. a day of atonement.
- It's wkked to let the children
wade to school without rubbers.
Keep their feet dry with a pair we
will sell you at 40e to 76c -Rudy.
Phillips & Co.
-We guarantee to please you
with Old Taylor, Ky.. Lump coal.




721 Husbands street. Mr. Hamilton
is also ill suffering from exposure
Incurred at the long fight with the
stubborn blase at the McKnale
plant in Mechanicsburg
-Do not be deceived.. Bradley
Bros. are sole agents for Carterville,
III., washed coal. Phone 829
--A large delegation from
tall attend the immigration couvea-
tion Thursday and Friday, according
to the Cairo papers.
--When you order a rig from us
you are talking to one of the pro-
prietors or capable eierks (not a
driver or hostler) who writes files and
fills the order at appointed time. Pal-
mer Transfer company.
---Worten's proposition requires
no money to start you on a home. See
ad
-Col. Hugb Boyle is extremely. ill
of malarial fever at his home on
Clark street between Fourth and
Startling but true, 3,000 sch2o1 rut') streets.
0 children in Paducah, 2,94n, howevIr, _it requires no money to buy a
bad wet feet the Pest 5 days- We home from Worteu Bee act
can remedy at small cost. Rudy,
Phillips &
--Miss Lora &rendes is coollsied
to her bed with an attack of rheuma-
tism.
- -We have rubber boots for boys.
Misses and children. Myles and
sizes, $1,25 to $2.25. Rudy Phil-
/ lips & Co.
-Don't fall to bring the 'clkildree
to see the [tinny moving pictures at
Wallace park every night this week.
---Born. to Mr. &lad MP- cbaries
itodfus yesterday, • flue nine-pound
baby boy.
--Mr. and Mrs. Gouts Schaffer, of
• Twelfth and Madison streets, have a
girl baby born Thursday night.
-Dr. J. V. Voris. dentist. 200 Fra-
ternity buildiag.
-Mist Alys Hovious„ of South
Tenth street, ire suffering from a
broken arm. sustained in faillig
from the door at her home.
--All this weex. Free moving pie:
tures at Wallace park.
--Kr. and Mrs. Clarence itiliman of
Eiey, Minn., are parents of a eiri
baby. The mother von tormerty Miss
Nellie Eubanks, daughter of MOS. J
D. Subsets, of Sixth and Harrison
streets
-The Sun °Mee Is prepared
tarnish the very latest things In me
graved or printed calling card, esti
Invitations of any sort, and is mak-
- lug special prices now.
--The infant of Mr Lige Wilson.
of 631 Adams street is strffering from
painful burns, caused by std1111111 car-
bolic acid on itself.
-Old Reliable Carterville. Ill..
washed nut, and egg toal Is the
cheapest. Bradley Bros. Phone 335.
--Read Worten's proposition in
this paper.
--Something new-A clever nesg-
asine for the railroad man 'Twill.
too, interest everyone but has an
especial attraction for the railroad
man and his family. OM the Brat
number, only 10e. R. D Clemests
& Co:
-Homeeeekeie reed Worteu's sei
in this paper
--Mrs Ada Hamilton', wife of
Otto Hamilton, a well kaown driver
at Central fire Aetna. is extremely
III of typhoid fever at their boom
VEL-DOR
A New, fascinating Odor
The Iciest exquisite creation
of Matson Violet (prot.oanced
Ve-e-lay)of Paris It has re-
reeved tbe enertIon of the
most fashionable in the
fashion contoes of Rumps and
is sure to he popular here.
It is remarkable frer Its per.
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l'airo
-Big free moving picture show at
Wallas* Mirk tonight.
-Worten wilt sell you a home
without a cash payment. See ad
-Rent from Worten and own
your own home. See Ad.
-tNews has been received here
that Mr. Martin Stephon, of Header-
eon, Ky . is no better. lie is suffer-
ing from blood poison setting in a
sore. Mr. P. M. Stephen, of Broad
street Is at his bedside
-City subscribers to the Daily
Sub who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped must notify our col-
lectors or make their requests direct
to The Son Mike. No attention will
be paid touch orders when given to
our carrier*. Sun Pub Co
-Mr. LAMIlie Stepbon, who kas
been tit forneveral days, is reported
no !meter.'
-Free moviag pieture show at
Wallace park all this week.
-W. W. Ramage, of North Fourth
street, is III of 'Malarial fever
-Dr. Gilbert. Osteopath, 400 1-
Broadway. Pleats 196.
-Capt. J. W. Bush was reported
much better at limithland torte%
-Mr. L. H. Adams, of mithiond,
is seriously sick.
-One load of our coal will matte
you as advertiser for us. Bradley
Bros. Phone $211.
Mr. and Mrs. C D. Rodfua, of
Third street and Kentucky avenue,
are parents M a boy, born yesterday
morning.
-Our customers Sr. our best ad-
vertisers. Ask your neighbor. Brad-
ley Bros. Phone 319.
----"Mothei7 Cassie Murrell. col-
ored, said to have been a centena-
rian and probably the oldest Deets
of Paducah, died of old age at. 4
o'clock tills morning. "Mother Cas-
sie" lived on Jeckson street near
Ninth street. She bed been • trusted
servant in the Morton family for
over thirty Tetra and could number
her white friends by the score. Thu
funeral will be from the Washington
street colored Baptist church to'
morrow attern000 at 2:30 o'clock.
-Mr J. k. Hendrick left this
morning for Louisville to make a
Sting campaign Over the state in the
Interest of his candidacy. While
there e will pay In Ms part of the
primary expenses, Sifree. There
are two caedidetes for the office of
attorney general and the primary as-
sessment for that Mies was $3,2:31).
DISTRESS
ARRANT ISSUED AGAINST THE
H %YES DRUG COMPANY.
B. H. Scott Wimp Suit to Collect
1114113 Rent From Concern Before
Magistrate.
A distress warrant was issued
against the Hayes Ding company,
Seinienth street and Breadline, }ate
yesterday afternoon in the &Sart of
Magistrate Charles Emery oil behalf
of B. H. Scott, who alleges that the
drug compeny Is indebted to him for
rent of atore house to the 0.081Ittlit of
$435. At the request of the defend-
ant, Magistrate Emery placed .1.,hri
Niehaus. manager of the drug com-
pany. In charge of the store; whielt
wil-1 continue In bugle:eine ati usual. It
is predicted that the alleged indebted-
ness will be settled without trouble
sod the Hayes company will prob-
ably not be'crippled in the nest.
THE PADUCAH FIVENINu stiN
People and
10144seassi groats
Parties sending in accounts of so-
cial entertainments will please alga
them, as The Nan null not publish
commualoations sent in that are am
Bidned•
Registered dit the Palmer today
are: Z. T. Conner, Trenton, Tenn.;
('. B. Rocket. et. Louis; J. M. Quinn,
Louisville; G. et. Pleratt, Cincinnati;
J. H. Wilson, Martin, Teng.; R. C.
Barrie, Lake Charles La.: F. Z.
Crawfor, Chicago; H. G. Garber,
Centralia, Ill.; J. V. Gill, Columbus,
0.; P. H. Hartman, New York; .1.
N. Manning Bostoni J. T. Morgan,
Princeton; J. B. Hasick, Bt. bouts.
Belvedere: Guy leolingsworth, St.
Louis; W. L. Reed, Evansville, Ine.:
W. C. llinnehan. Evansville; Bruce
Corbin. Lexington; H.' J. Hugger,
Chattanooga; T. H. field, St. Louis;
W. H. Whittemore, Toledo, 0.; Capt.
M. McLane, Pittsburg. Pa.; M. J.
Frisch, Memphis.
Jimmie, the little son of Mi. Will
Holt of the Fissure Station neigh-
borhood, in 111 of ingammation of
the bowels.
Mrs. R. E. Moebell and little son
went today to. Vielisburg Miss.. to
visit Mrs. Molehell's sister. Miss Bee-
tle Roesch and Mien Mary Marlett,
who have been visiting Mrs. Moshell,
accompanied her to their home in
Vicksburg. Mrs. Moshell afterward
will go to Rodney. Mhos., to visit.
Mies Marie Wiley. or Poplar
Blitff. Mo., will arrive next week to
visit Mr, and Mrs. Will Wright on
Ninth street, during the horse show.
Misses Annie Taywoed and Belle
Moore will leave in the morning for
their home in Chattanooga. Tenn-,
after visiting Mrs. F. Morthiand. of
Joints street.
Miss Mettle Mulvihill Is confined
to her home on Twenty-second street
by Illness.-Cairo Bulletin.
Notroce,
The Palmer House barber shop is
closed on account of the reconstruce
tion of the Palmer House, but will
open In about tea days where the
wrIGnir room formerly- was I ask
all my friends to call and see me in
the new shop. We will be Male to
give you srat-c:aas assivfee. Thanking
all for their patronage I am very re-
spectfully,
J B MCNSEY. Mgr
The Typhoon.
In one of his most stirring ballads
Kipling puts Into the mouth of the
East Wind the swaggering boast:
Look-look well to your shipping'
By the breath of my mad typhoon
swept your close-packed Prays and
beached your best at Wowloonl
The teeing }inks, behind lee and the
racing seas before
I raped your richest roadsteads--1
plundered Slegapore!
With scarcely the change of a
word the lines might serve as a
bulletin of today's tidings from
Kowloon and the nearby max and





























V. P.  1.82%
 1.48%
11;932750 44%Et P. 1.72%
Me. P.  14411,
1.1461 411Penna.  1.40% 
1.62 V.t.fielluPel. • ...*..4.7; 
1.11%
Lead.  78% 78
e. F. I.  53% 54
1,06
U. 8.  41% 4+6%
Local Markets.
Dressed Chickens.-20c to 40o-
Eggs--20c dos.
Butter-20c It
Irish Potatoes-Per be. 70e.
Sweet Potatoes-Per hu fiete
















Hay--From jobbers In 1'04111 deal-
ers-Strict grades. Choice Tim,
117; No. 1 Tim„ $16.60 No. 2 Tim.,
$16. Fancy northern clover $16.
From country wagons at public qual-
ity Medium to very poor. $8 to $17
to. for valous mixtures.
RIVER XI Ws
Itiver Stages.
Cairo  ell..5 0 r.
Chattanooga  3.8 0.7
Cincinnati  9.1 0.2
Evansville  8.3 1.0 rise
Florence  8.1 '.1.4) rise
Johnsonville  10.1 0.4 fall
Louisville  4.1 0 0 it'd
Mt. Carmel 1.3 9. 1 rise
Nashville  13.6 0 2 rise
Pittsburg . 5.9 0.0 st'd
Davis Island Dam 2.8 41.0 it'd
St. Loeis  12.0 0.4 rise
Mt. Vernon  7.0 0.6 rise
Paducah  10.6 0 3 rite
Rain and a little more rain, is as
much the story at the wharf as any-
where. The river is rising under the
general and heavy fall. the gauge
this morning registering a stage of
10.6, a rim of 0.3 In the last 24
hours. The rainfall was .60 inches,
in the same period. The boats are ex-
periencing the usual difficult condi-
tions following a hard rain, the
banks are thick with mud making
unloading and loading distasteful
work.
With only on. rourter and with
the mates, clerks, cabin boys and
other officers acting as musters, the
Dunbar arrived at 3 o'clock this
morning from Evansville. The crip-
pled crew made the boat many hours
late as the freight could not be han-
dled rapidly and keep up the other
duties also. This morning the Dun-
bar succeeded la getttd: souse tnen
to unload and left t y over 24
hours late. It is the tame old tale.
The rousters for some reason will
not work. In the Tennessee river
which goes through the cotton belt.
the picking seasonn'aecountable to
a certain extent. '-but tio, the Ohior
unless the lobate() 
ah‘t 
corn crepe
have assimilated li la se number of
the river hinds; their absence must
be attietbdeed Simply to a desire not
to work.- While the rousters stand
most anything, this weather Is
•niceigh to make evea thesis prefer
:4, be under shelter. to running
Around in the rain over slippery and
muddy banks, carryitg bogie which
weigh them down to the knees In the
mud.
The Kentucky is loading at the
wharf to start out for the Tennes-
see river this evening at 6 o'clock.,
This was the day for the Henry
Harley to arrive from EvansvIlle.but
.11e E ille schedules have been
taifted unavoidably forward a din.
The Bottorff is expected to arrive
from Nashville Sunday night and
wait over till Monday noon before
:caveats for Clarksville.
The Russell Lord is expected out
If the Tennessee river today with
ties for the Ayer-Lord Tie company.
The beautiful rain practically. ham
oispeacied operations around lithe
docks and ways. It ts expected to-get
the Harvester arid Sport*' r .
week at the ways and boats-1m me
en111' their placer will come soon af-
ter. Deeptee the weather the wharf-
boat was a busy place this morning.
The Dick Fowler got swap-on
time with a full crew and fair tun-
e:me this morning for Cairo.
OOirinl Forecawbs.
The Ohio at Evanorsille and Mt.
Vernon. will eontinge rising during
the next two days. At Paducah, not
much change during the next 24
hours. At Cairo will rise slowly diir-
ng the next 24 house
The Tennessee from Florence to
the mouth, will probably continue
falling. -
The Mississippi from Chester to
Cairo. will rise slowly during the
next 24 hours.
ankeerc'e 'Poe The Boo.
Rudy. Ptillirs & go.
219-223 111340&131AIAY
Don't for a moment
think of letting the Chil-
dren go to School during
the sloppy weather of the
next few months without
good rubbers.
We've a splendid line
of Children's School Rub-
bers in all good styles






WANTED-At once, good girl, torise
fall 
cook and do general house work in
rise family of two. Good wages to good
girl. Apply 1442 Broadway today.
NOW lilt THE acceptedtime for
you to look about your fire and turne-
d() insurance, as fall and winter are
coming. Remember the old and re-
liable Friedman Insurance Agency.
Office No. 128 South Third street. Of
lice telephone No. 940. Residence
Phone No, 1581. We represent some
of the oldest and best insurance com-
panies, which are paying their losses
promptly. We protect your interests,
and you better be safe than sorry
Give us a call.
WANTED- Boarders at The lei:
_
HEATING sad stove wook treat
Livia, both *hones 487.
FOR RZNT-L-One aide of Store
428 Broadway. Phones 1618,
FOR RENT- Oue large front
room at The Inn.
--W-ThNfirti-  Room-mate fly a re-
fined young man -at The Inn.
FOR SALE- Thirteen-room house.
modern eoeveniences. Old phone 464.
-FOR RENT- -Nice furnished rooms
408 Washington, old phone 2500.
CLEANING and pressing neatly
done. James Duffey, old phone 718-r.
W A NTED--Posi t Ion in doctor's
Address 0, care Sun.
-fOR SALIC--Nice harness horse.
Apply 1720 Madison.
• FOR RIDNT-Four rooms upstairs.
415 South Third street.
PORoltENT- Best business cei--
net In Brookport. Ill. Address Jas.
R. Hull; firecikport, Ill.
--FOR 131114.---e +1 a bergain. Four
room cottage, 1392 North Thirteenth
street. Apply on premises.
FOR HAMBUROERS and Hot Ta-
males go to "Shorty's" Ill 1/s South
Third or 117 North Fourth
HICKORY WOOD-- Phones. Old
442, New 618. Delivered promptly.
E. E. Bell a Sons.
FOR RENT- Three unfurnished
rooms for housekeeping. Apply at
1107 Monroe street.
--ViTAN'rED --Several good steady
boys in prfnting department. El E
Sutherland Med. Co.
-FOR R jinn tuned
room with all conveniences, 837 Jef-
ferson street.
WfLL Bt -AfTliis. A. Thlaulier's
stables Tue,tlay. Oct. 2 to 6th, with
a bard of Shetland ponies. Dr. D. 0.
Melton.
-FOR SAt.E-L-Iliesy terms. I ace
houses to Northview addition nee
Wet street nee 'Item W. D. Greer
627 Broadway.
MOUSE AND LOT for sale-- Los
40:16/1. four room house, 420 Souni
12th. Price $600. For particulars see
Mrs. Lisale Ray, 420 South 12th.
COOK AND HOUSE MAID WANT-
ED-Reliable cook and competent
house maid wanted Best wages.
Apply 433 North Seventh street.
FOR SALE CHEAP-One seat.
two wheel pony cart, also pony har-
eem, braes mounted all nearly new,
Call be seen at the Tully Livery Co.
Bruce M. Barnard.
LOST- Small, Negri & Meyer
Jewelry box containing watch fob
with buckle. Left on postolince desk
Saturday. Finder return to Carnegie
library and receive reward
FREE fö LADIES--Handsome
stick Pin of exquisite and exclusive
design, also valuable beauty secret;
send no money. simply Dame and ad-
dress. Merle itephly Co.. St. Louis.
Mo
li11511k aged widow, very
Wealthy,' tiles looking, tired of "sin-
el fa iiiessedoess," wishes to eorree-
.. ,14. Lock Box 4-55, St. Joseph,
afichlgen.
A MODERN HOME for
rooms, bath, furnace hardwood
floors: up-'o-date is every particu-
lar. Apply on premises at 416 North
Fifth street.
J. E. -M-LIFTGAN.-blacksmith, 403
S. Third, Old phone 457. Superior
work guaranteed. Zaclestre asset
for /lore stone aide wire tires, the
best rubber tires marts.
GASOLINE BOATS FOR SALE-.
15-horse power. Fairbanks Morse en
gine. Stye 1ex53. stern wheel. Will
exchange for real estate. James R.
Hull. Brookport, Ill.
--tO-Nt-RACTOR WEIKEL--Mason
ry and concrete work a specialty.
Office 126 South Fourth, Phone 490
Residence phone 1227. Prompt at-
tention to all estimates.
-1TV-ANT-ED- Rouse of six rooms
en Broadway, or Jefferson street.
Modern Improvements. Or board and
two connecting rooms in private
family. Mate price. Dr. W. S. Mul-
lins. Sixth and Broadway.
WLeillriri:7A.-N-O-. --v solicitors.
men who can approach all retail mer-
chants with a strong legItimateorop-
nekton, only men capable of making
big money need answer. Address by
letter, "Solicitor." care Sun Publish-
ing Co., Paducah. Ky.
NIGHT SCH001.---- Bookkeeping.
Shorthand, Typewriting etc.., only
61 • month. Draughon's Practical
Beninese College, 314 1-2 Broadway.
Phone 1765. Call, phone or write for
catalogue. It will convince you that







That the heat units in a HEATING
STOVE is what counts in heating
cold air? A stove may put forth its
best efforts to serve, but lacking in
heat units, can only heat a little
space around it.
Are made with heat units everywhcre.
The larger stoves have very power-
ful circulation features also, making
it easy for HART'S STOVES to do
reason they
and LAST
the work, which is the
use so LITTLE FUEL
so LONG.
Prices Low
OK 0. HART & SONS CO.
%ffillilelli%%%%%%15%%%•%%%••••••••A
good piano tuner in tills city, Mr E
T. Bourque:. formerly head tuner of
a Cincinnati firm, has decided to 'lo-
cate here. All orders will receive
Prompt attention. Satisfaction guar-
anteed. Headquarters at Miller's
piano store, 520 Broadway. Resi-
dence 'phone 1446
-t-VANTED. F0'11. e. S. ARMY. -
Able-bodied unmarried men.between
ages of 21 and 35; citizens of United
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, read
and Write English. For Information
apply to Recruiting Office, New Rich-
mond House, Paduceh, Ky.
W A NTE.D--Trust wort hy man to
man.age branch Glace and, distribut-
ing depot for large maaufacturer.
Salary to start with $1,500 for tbet
first year. payabie monthly, sad Pi-
ts& enosadissioast A,ail expenses. Ap-
plicants. must have good references
&ad $1041 eash, capital metered. Ex-
perienee unnecessary Address Man-




ter, all kinds of harness makers, vol-
sr curlers sewing machine operators
on collars. • man to run stuffing
machine. capable of repairlag his
machine: steady work to sober and
industrious workers; best mimic,
paid; best shop in the country. Open
shop aed no strikes. Write at once
Southern Saddlery Co.. Chattanooga
Tenn.
t it- Nit* VETERINARY Hospi-
tal, Feeley & Fisher, veterinary sur-
geons and dentists. Special facilities
have been provided for in constructing
our new hos-ital wh'ch enables us to
treat all diseases of horses and dogs
In the more modern manner. We have
a clean. airy. unitary end up-to-date
Place and One that is complete in every
detail. We invite you to rail and In-
speot our nlate. Office and hospital.
421 South Third rtreet. Office phone
old, 1345: new, 162; rosidence o d
phone 1816,
*11-AT bo yoe think of this:
The prices below will be made till
December 31, 1906:
GOLD SHELL CROWN.
GOLD FILLINGS ..... 
SfLVER FILLINGS 




Bridge work a specialty. All
grades of plate work that will suit
you. Painless extraction of teeth. All
work guaranteed, and of beat mate
DR. KING BROOKS. Dentist. Sixth
and Broadway.
A Virginia mountaineer who had
strayed to Richmond on an excur-
sion, and who, as his holiday pro-
gressed, beeanits rather hilarious,
grew over confident of his own great-
nem.
"Gentlemen." he said. "I kin lick
any man in Richmond "
No one ()freed to dispute the as-
serUon, and he tried again
"Gentlemen." he said. "I kin lick
any man in the whole state of Vie--
ginny."
The words were hardly out of his
mouth before a tall sinewy man from
his own part of the state entered the
game and gave the boaster a good
thrashing.
The mountaineer had a !tense of
humor. He slowly picked himself up
and faced the grove to which he had
boasted.
"Gentlemen," he said. "I am
ready to acknowledge that I kivered
tbo mock territory In that last Mate-
REALIZING 'THE KURD of a"°'." rialtlelore Sun.
• VS-
A "IN-fame" Allen inv.,
"Private" Allen. of 1(18.i.;
while in congreee was fond of to
about a line old gentleman dos
Tupelo whose habit wit., to sit 4.0 a
dry goods box and talk „polities. His
hobby was that the office should sick
the man and not the man the effete,
and he waxed eloquent in the discus-
sion of his cliesen theme. Finally le
determined to become a candidate
himself and went nut upon an elec-
tioneering tour. When his friends
twitted him about his change of front
be replied: "Oh, yes the office should
be around SO that the office may find
hlm "-Exchange.
"Very well, sir," erlisd Dr Kwack,
after his quarrel with the under-
taker, -I'll make you sorry for this"
"What are y going to do,"
sneered the undertaker. "retire from
Press
For Rent-Office
One or two office rooms, with en,
Maly reception room. 8u table en
physician or demise Reasonable.
N. 11, MFRS • - 6 ci Broadway
ECLIPSE
SKATING RINK
Skating efternon met nigh'.
Sixth and Broadway. Eagle's
hall.




Announce thst. they have re-
moved to
113 S. Third Street






Sell on In-tallraents al d
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aditatbri in lit avsesiss f etti ,43 t ,
e,qf tg,,. KAM 44o1




and to e 
any eungresellonal distmc''''t.•
'"It al:I be of greet service to theHall to Supervise Legislation square, honest member of congress in
his legislative work. The People's
Lobby will prepare etatistics and in-
tortuaRon for the use of senators
and repreeentatives, to enable them
more effectively to support legislation
In tbe wattle intereat, and to oppose
vicious measures. Hereafter, thy
member of congress need not rely for
slat:sties and Information, as he has
had td do in the past, on matter pre-
pared by the bureaus maintained by
special interests.
"The People's Lobby will confdl-
lute a national • buolau of PublidlY,
Whose purpose wIl; he to het,. the
people tally info:Need as to the'o0c-
hl acts of their eletted repreeetita-
t!ven at the nation's capital. The or-
gan:tett:in will work with and
through the press associations and
the special newspaper correspond-
ents at Washington, and will give aid
to periodkals bind magazines which
seek reliable and authoritative infor
;nation as to the wort of congress.
"The People'. Lobby is not In the
remotest image a movement looking
for the formation of a new politica'
Party."
In t'ongress.
Movement on elm( Whereby Every




New York, Sept 29.—eSticcess
Maigaiene," publisked is Hits baii
undertdien the formation of a Perm -
AMOK bureau to be maintained at
WiiiskIngton diaries the sea-ions of
courted', and to be known as the
People's Lobby.
A governing committee is being
formed, which s.ill be composed of
ms m pronthient in different depart-
meats of life. To this .iotuntittee.
whIligi organized, the entire whir&
sad management of the People's Lob-
by will be intrusted. Already alcept-
anees have been received from ?.h:.•
folloaing:
ift M. Alien, secretary of the Harr-
state pure food cornmissien; &mute
L. Clemens t."•)lark twah Fran-
cis J. Henry, spec!al goverone-31K04-
scutor in the Oregan land fraud cam;
Samuel McCune Lindsay.  sec.•sta:y of
the national child labor enunetteei
John Mitchell. president of the United
knee Workers of America; Henri;
Reach Nes-dhatn. journalist; James
B. Reynold*, joist author of tn., Neill-
Reynolds meat Inspectioa tepok:
Lincoln Steffens, associate editor of
"The American Magazine:" Benjamin.
ide Wheeler, preedent of the linty-r-
atty of Cantors's. and William Alien
White, editor "The Gazette," Em-
poria, Kansas.
Among others who have given finaa
cial and moral support to the nove-
meat are Winston Churchill, midi-,
date for governor in New 'Hampshire
Robert J. Collitr, of "Collier's Week-
Jy;" Brand Whiteek, mayor of Tole-
do; ex-Governor Garvin, of Rhode !s-
tand; State Senator Everett Collis.
of New Jersey.; Samuel Hopkins Ad-
ams: Seth Low, ea-mayor of New
York City. and Governor Charles 8
Dren, of Illinois
The development of the Idea of the
People's Loble comes as part of (be
campaign which the editors of "Suc-
cess Magazine" have been making for
a bete I ment of legislative conditions
at the national capital. It ie Pro-
posed to cenithat the attorneys for
the "special interests" who appear
regularly each mission • before the
committees of congress, by attorneys
is the Interest of the whole people,
who shall be employed by the bureau
as counsel to determine the relative
value of legislation to the corpora-
tions and to the public.
This People's Lobby, it Is clahhed.
will aim to give wide publitity to ale
proposed congresslosal seta threaten-
ing the best Interests of the people
The organization is designed to be
entirety non-partisan, independent or
roncentrated capital and of organized
labor, and established to furthe..
good measures and to more and de
feat mInleading, rpeeial, or vIclotr,
legislation The program as an
nounced in "Stye-Hui Magazine" is as
follows:
"With the aid of competent legal
counsel, the People's bobby will ex
amine all public bills and resolutionn
introduced In congress; report there-
on: forward sorb reports to the com-
mittees of rongrese, and give the
Hanle pubLcity through the Prem.
"It will follow the week of the
committees of the senate and house
of representativie. scrutinise sill
amendments: fix the responsiblitti
for changes made in bills, for delay in
considering and (allure In reporting
of questionable measures.
"It will follow the course of all
shills after their emergence from com-
mittee, Axing the responsibility for
delay in considering popular mead-
tires, or for the defeat of the same.
and also thing the responsibility for




Our new woolens are a
eboice selection from the hest
foreign and donteslie
We show many handsome
and exclusive patterns.






SAGE HEIR IN SOLDIERS' HONIE
— —
Agar I elate% of Ranker. % 
t• 
4 'mil of
Rto liat rmovael,- Gees 
$4
, 000.
Mileatikee, Sept. 29.-- An heir
under the will of Russell Sage is an
lumate of the soldiers' home. He is
Niel Clierpiu, a veteran 7.5 years' of
age, viho Is a nephew of the deceas-
ed banker. His reialluasbip was
brought out by an application of his
son, Charles Z. Chapin. of the New
York World, for the appointment for
his father on the ground that he Is
not capable of Dandling his estate.
Mr. Cliapla, urvIer the agreement
with Krs. Sage, will receive $50.-
000. He is seriously ill and almost
blind. list in spite of this he is men-
tally alert. Judge Carpenter of the
meaty court, went to the home to
evil:line Mr. Chapin, Afterward he
refused ts appoint a special guardian
for the veteran. Proceedings for a




Ttird Within a Neck Cause. More
Loss of Life.
Colon, Sept 29 Aaother seri-
ous head-on collision between a Pan-
ama freight and a Colon passenger
train fkeurrese yesterday within a
mile of Friday's smash-op at *inlet,
resetting in the loss of one life and'
three persons being seriously injur-
ed and the wreck of two new loco-
motives and several freight cars. The
fault is sa.d to have been with the
freight train, which was trying to
reach 'darnel, instead of giving the
right of way to the passenger train.
This is the third railroad wreck dur-
ing the pee week. Several of the
newly imported locomotives have al-
ready come to grief.
Chandler of Commerce Congress.
Milan, Italy. Sept. 29 — The in-
ternational congress of chambers of
commerce was opened here today.
The awlsl feature of the day wars •
discussion of the neutral zones for
trade in time of war on which sub-
ject Mr. Chamberstain delivered an
address. James E. Dunning, the
American consul, gave a dinner in
honor of the American delegatectbe
guests Including Prof Baimo1raghe
president of the Milan chamber of
commerce, Legrand B Canon, head
of the international body, and E J.
Osirand, secretary-general of the
congress,
In these days of rush and buries
courtesy is often forgotten. In the
mad, pelt mell rush of our life tells-
things are done to offend that we
rather remained undone. A -hastily
eaten meal and its resultant head-
ache may ranee us social or financial
crnIFTflw 1,133- man or woman its the
one who relieves little ills of tele
Far+ -by—a—Pert* dons of Kodoi for
Dyspepala, It digests what you eat
Sold by bang Bros.
Grave Troubles Follow Derision.
Brussels. Sept. 29.— It seems e
hen that the decision of the ri
faettirers at Verviers, the grew
ter of the cloth industry In Seigelr.
to lock out their employes will ni,)
etike grave troubles. The owners de-
clare that they prefer ruin to endur-
ing the threats of the employes to
strike without reason: eiDynamit
outrages have already begun and
squadron of gendarmes has been sent
from Brussels and the lancers ate
ready at Namur,
When two strong leen come to
blows, even If they are well-matched,
It is not a pleasing sight, but if the
man who gets the worst of it will
use DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve, he
will look better and feel better In
short order. Be sure you get De-
Wilt's. Good for everything a salve
Is used for, including piles. Sole by
Lang Bros.





roads in United States,
lwr of Owe, l'aseengers, Train.
Inca and Caustabike isi Festal
View of 11555.
ABOUT INTERSTATIs: COMMETU'E.
Washington, Sept. 29.— Every mom
her of congress, every agent of a
casualty company, every shipper, ev-
ery stockholder, every banker, all
politicians. and William Jennings
Bryan, should read, Orst the abstract
of the statistical report of the inter-
state commerce commission for 1905
and then the full report.
There were 49,713 passenger cars
In service in 1905. Imagine all these
cars in one gigantic train 500 mites
In length with thirty-four passengers
in each ear. Let that train proceed
from one place to another, it matters
little where, and, according to WV
commission's itatistics, one person
out of the 1,375,8,54 will get killed
while one out of every 70.655 will get
The chances of being killed
on a train are therefore infinitesimal
while the chance of being injured is
less really than while walking about
the streets. But imagine. If •yoo
Please, a train aufliclently long to 'a,
commodate the 735,1434.667 passe
Mrs carried in the fiscal year of lee.
This train would travel 32 Wile fe
the total pas-enger mileage was 2.:
804,140,436 miles. While it was
traveling 32 miles 441 pasangers
would be killed AO . 90110 Injured.
Of these 341 would be killed and 6,-
053 injured because of collisions and
derailments. This monster trait:
would be manned by 54.817 engineeis
57.592 firemen, 4 1.1)4:1 'conductor-
and 111,40e other trainmen. Of
these, were the train was progress
tag 32 Von, 199e would be killed
and 29,n3 injured. Along its route
would be stationed 45.532 switch-
tenders, crossing, tenders and watch-
men. In its progress the train would
hill 136 and mangle M. Of other
employes it would 'doughtier 1,23r.
Of t14 trainmen 407 wouht get killed
falling off ears or engine's whee III
motion, 119 while jumping on or off
trains and 579 in m11111E44 or derail-
ments. is coupling cars 210 would
ewe thee' lives. On the whole, lb.
train would leave along its track a
grand total of 9,703 dead sad 86.',ma
Injured. In other words enough peo-
ple are killed or Injured every year
by the railroads to populate a town
of 100,000 inhabitants.
Admiral Endicott to Roth's'.
Washington. Sept. 29.-- Although
having, three and a half )eary yet ?..
serve under his present eommisser.
If he cares to do so. Rear Admire
Mordecai T. Endlcote chief of U.
eureau of yards and docks, navy d•
Aartment, will retire from that o'
fire upon reaching the statutote
G2 years, November next. Ad
Endleott has decided to devote L.
entire services thereafter to hi
isthmian canal commission. of whe '
he is a member.
Hatter and Hays Neck and Net k.
Barhoerrille, 'Ky., Sept 29- T
Democrats of this county met it
vention here Saturday and n.ei
nine deiegates to the London d
tree convention, September 26. D.
egates were Instructed for Judr
James Gilbert, of this city, for cm
grass, against a,' J ET.'
wards, of London, ye eget ai.•I
shout equally divided between *ger
and Hayes. Hager has the adv tage
of one. Judge Slack silage wh 1 the
committee on resolutions was old.
Good for the coueb, removes the
cold, the cause of the cough. That's
the work of Kennedy's Laxative
Honey and Tar— the original laxa-
tive cough syrup. Contains no opi-
ates. Bold by Lang Bros.
COAL
COMFORT
Von will be comfortably
situated, too, tI is winter if
you let us fill your coal house.
Our coal is as good as money
can buy. We can furnish you
nice bundled kindling, too,














leather, I can Still
afford to sell as
rood a shoe for
the same price, $1.50. as formerly.
The increased volumeof my busi-
EMS.; more than makes up for the
lessening of my profit.
If I could take you into my fac-
tories at Brockton. Mass., and
show you the infinite care with
which every pair of Douglas shoes
Is made, you would realize s4hy




















WE are sole agents for the best Kentucky Coalstild on the market. Why send your money
out of the state when you can buy a Kentucky pro-
duct for less money and get as good fuel for any
domestic purpose as money can buy?
When you buy Kentucky coal you arc fostering
home and state enterprises, and when you buy
LUZEKNE you are getting the best that Ken-
tucky produces. Get our prices.






Owing to the great success of
the ascension last Sunday, "Dare





Modern Fitt? -, rrt GrAde
OUR OWN ELECTRIC CARRIAGES
EXCLUSIVELY FOR PATRONS
Evers few minutcl between Hotel, Depots,
Wharves and through Business District.
EUROPEAN PIA
IT t' per iltr an
GEORGE DVCRSCHERER
emprInorFIREPROOF THROUGHOUT
Guy Nsbee Lee Nance, Jr. M. Naive. thalin•rWhits Asitawisse• for 5Wt arse !soured only
()UV NANCE eic SON
Undertakers and Embalmers
N ow Phon0.1.34. Old Phorw Cstdr„)
Open Dm>. and Night.
Shirt Bosoms Starched Right
BARGAINS IN TICKETS
VIA ROCK ISLAND
TO COLORADO nr,Loatscr'30"eitbIrric3 T:79 lanliclu:ts 1:17",
V rrTO CALIFORNIA reduycilt00ws i:putnedmzir, 3ratoteNalial calumvm‘er.oaSepeziaa:
"Colocuste tickets wilf be on sale September 15lo October 31.
TO HOT SPRINGS, ARK. raised trip rates all
Illustrated Booklets and Full Information Regard-
ing Rates, Routes, Etc., on Request.
GEO II. LEE, P. S. WEEVER,
Gut, Pa's Agt., Trio!. Pass. AO,
Little Rock, Ark. Nashvale, Tenn,
I Ever have your shirts returned from the laundrywith the bosom st.c.:11cd only in spots and with starchdaubed all around the neckband and sides of thei bosom? .
We have a machine which saves you from such
annoyances.
No chance to daub starch all over the rest of the
shirt with this machine.
Let us demonwate its value to you,
THE UP-TO-DATE STAR LAUNDRY
















Accounts of individuals and firms solicited. We appreciate
small as well as large depositors and accord to all the same
courteous treatment.
In...Posit Paid on Tltne Deposits






Several superior offices', on second and
third fhx)is of our, building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices--






CEILIfi BUZZ FA NS
foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
Incorporated
121.1.3.3 N. Po urtlz t. Plionesm714
YOUR FIRST THOUGHT
When dwelling on the Plumbing or Heating question :
Who's the best to see? Ask your neighbor. Oftener than nothe will refer you to
E D. HANNAN
Plumbing, Heating, Gas Fitting
1.1 2 So uthiPcsurth 31/3 Ksontuizky Ave.13th Phones 20t
Subscribe for THE SUN and get thc news






TEM EFFECTS tOUTIFS PROGRESS
LOCAL BUSINESS AND HER WEALTH
AGNES and EGERTON CASTLE
WI -The Pride of Jennie,'"
COPYRIGH T, ISLICI, I Y EGERTON CASTLE
"Now, Indeed. la the usuieier BO!"
lie cried. "Oh. you.Lueu are all utilise
As lovers-all arc. cespaicums, Indian
"ens! Bottles of Ninety always burst-
hag! Towents not to be stemmed.
But Ice you let the lover tome fancy
himself the buil:sad. merciful heat•
eta, what a change! For fire we
Lave lee-. for the red, biting oapaleuss,
the green, cool cueunaber; for joyous,
foaming Merry, the tratalleet ale. Mandl
aet? Nay, toast and water!" cried MIS-
tank,' KAU/. loaded hefeelt Le "orfrenzy. "And If the were sense of
your security thus transforms the
lover In you, what a pleasireg -prospect,
imiteel, lies before the weseled wife!
No, thauk you, sir," mid the lady. and
--"pustieti the petrified O'Hara with au
eatery tout. "1 MeV, hid one wintry
tuaetetud-weter Imitated. ;lust that
sbairbe enough for my lifetime."
Aye in the very midst of her holie-
r:ration.
- Ibis will," she thought, -simplify
the parting at Devizes." Ste no whit
was her wrath thereby abated, that
the foul should hey. spoiled her pretty
ride.
For a wurneut after the angry tou-
sle of her voice lead eetie.ed to ring
there was a breathless Sileb0e, breken
ouly by the streiultag progress of
horses and chaise up the aides of an-
other hill. Time O'fiara broke forth
tutu a sort of roar of eounded tender--
nese. peonies and ire. 'libellee biw-
asè( lock upon his at, be seized her
wrist in a grip. tieree. yet still gentle
trader its nereeueese
"flow dare ye!" cried the wan.
"litow dare 4e doubt my love! Sure,
flames are cold compared to we this
initiate! May my tongue wither lu my
mouth, may it be cut mil of my jaws
trod never speak a word of eense again. ,
may I be /truck dead at your ;rot.;
Kitty. for the rest of my life, it It's
not morel truth! Linton to any heart."'
lee eried, with yet greater vebernenci.1
preesing her toptive hand nreitist hi. ;
breast--"teret It 'Kitty, Kitty. Kitty.'
that it's saying? Sum Ws hodstnifielt
a -bete and year Dame I. the clapper In
iti And you -to be railing at we be-
cause Its so much I have to say that
never a word can I bring out! Ob."
pursued Mr. O'llera, waxittg Wester
and more voluble still, "sure what
-could I say with my heart in Ley
mouth stopping the way? Leek at it.
you cruel woman. Isn't it all youre,
and aren't you stit•king pins Into It for
sheer detilment this minute? God for-
th* me that I shodid say garb a thing
of an angel! Look it it now, Nitta.
Is that the, heart of a cut-'umber? If
yes bad saki a love apple itseite- Ouh.
led. It's the real eteol eacuother I
arzcci it's toast and water thet'sthrougli my veins like tire!
Laugh, madam: laugh: It's a grand
joke entirely. Make a pincushion of
the 'ncumber! See, now, hi that small
ale that bursts from the wounds? Up-
on my soul." he cried, arrived at the
lioneht of his tempest, "1 have a Iltilkd
to now yetp the color of ite'
Or reached violently toward the
baek seat for his sword as be inteho.
and elhotrele Bee:tire. midden!y arrest-
u her delighted paroxysm:, was suf.
flt4ont13. cuovieced of the strength of
hie feeling-4 to stop him with clingiug
hands said clamoring little notes of
terror.
O'Hara Mailitinte For Gereentm.
Demise'
"Ale" cried he, "It's not hot enough
I was for ee! it's the cold bus-lased
you're afraid of. Ale Kitty; you've
stirred the sleeping dog; you mustn't
complain uow If you eerie put out the
fire.",
go saying, he turned and elasped her
in an embrace that left her scarcely
breetL to scream, had she so wished,
angl Lint indeniir. the kisses which be
rained upon her his allewed leer space
in wishes to plass a protest.
This was eetevelilltota. with a warn-
"Mr. O'Hara.- "tie gaspot, at length
telesaad. *uttering like a rullled dove.
&Rata auger and fear. "such treatment:
roe a getetleinan. sir, you strangely
forget yourself." Silo laid Jew baud
an the window strap. "Nets word.
Or. or I will instantly give the order
to tern baek,"
"Oh." cried the' unhappy lover. and
tore at his hair with desperate Seegers.
filtiug the ambient air with flakes of
powder whkei shone silvery the
moonlight. -You drove MP to it. Ah,
' Meet be trighteaed of we, my darling.
Thad hurts me the world of all. I'm
quiet now, Kitty."
CHAPTER XXI.
the' white moonlight Sir Jas-
per iiitondieh peced up and
down the eobbeistoned yard
with as mouotonous a restless-
tic If be had been Weed this night
o ort the living sign at the Bear inn,
Devises.
Perch time he passed the low open
se ludow of the inn parlor, In which sat
Mn. Stafford by the dim yellow light
of two long (envied tallow candles the
baronet would pantie a moment to ex-
chauge from without a few dismal
words with his friend.
"'What," said Mae Injured husband,
"what If they should Woe there :m-
other road?'
"Thou," cried Stufford. "I shell
only have to tight you myself. for tbs
must !unutterably dull eventug that you
base mode saw speed, when I was due
atsumo tbaa one reudesvuus, and had
proanised pretty Bellaini the dee min-
uet."
"It shall be pistols." saki Sir Jaspet
followlug own thoughts with a sort
alt diouluy Mat. "I'latuis. Tom. For
either be or I Winn breathe our last to-
night."
"Pistols eith all my heart.- said
litegord, stepping his pipe with his lit-
tle Buser. "Only do, like a good fel-
low, make up 3-our meet. jure fur the
mike of eeriety. I telLsk Use Mat time
We cell/Agreed .tieg illettet We 4Viesied
for this"-describlug a neat thrust at
filr Jasper's wakeless:it thruugb Use Win
dew with the long stem of his church-
warden.
"If I tall." mid Sir Jasper. with the
4Mnottou wlaicb gouerally overtakes el
ILSE wbo contemplates a trimly con-
tiugeiney to Himself. "be geutle with
her. Mho has sinned, but she was very
dear to me."
"Weill snake a deuced elegaut wid-
ow." said Stafford musingly, after a
lIttle pause.
"You must conduct leer back to Dec
borne," gulped Sir Jasper a minute
"We deetde,t1 for (hie"
later, slowly thrusting in his head
again. "Mack. would that 1 1 had sever
fetched tsar theisce. Had you but Wen
her when I wooed and won tier, Tem!
A country dower, all luuie-euce: a wild
Mee. And new, deceitful. double
raced:-
"Ti.the way of the wild rose." seed
Stalford philosophically. -Let you but
trausplant it front the native hedge-
row. mad before next season it gron•s
deghte."
Here the speaker. wbo Was always
ready with genera= apprecietion of
his own coneelbs, threw his bead back
and laughed emeursecily. while Sir
Jasper uttered some sounds between a
growl and a groan.
The volatile second In waiting wiped
his eye..
"(Jo to, man." toted he, turning with
sudden Irascibility upon his trieed.
'Tor plty's sake take that lugubrious
eunntesatioe of these out of nay sleet.
What the...devil ever saw in thee.
im1per. to make s frieud•nt. passes my
eosapreheasion, for of all things I lave
a fellow with a spark of wit. And
lbon, lid. hielterit the" saving gratie of
burnerbeeelifeldnily that, In truth, I fear
-wall, Oblig oat lu a parlous state; I
teOrdallusettelme waits thee, for 'tin M-
oir:able What! in God's name eau-
set a tusulass a throw In the. game of
happiness and yet laugh? Cannot a
isueisauduaan deteet 'a poacher on his
laud and not laugh us be *eta the gin?
Why," cried Mr. Stafford, worming to
Ida thesis, -aid clambering lightly out
of the window to seat himself on the
outer sill. "strike me ugly. ellen not a
gentkiman he ever ready to meet his
fate with a smile? I vow 1'i:4,-0...VP('
yet seen Death's bead grin at me but
Pee given him flie grin back-Oplit
me:"
"Hark, bark le cried Sir Jasper, prick-
ing his strained ear, "Dye bearr
"Poobe7 sitid Mr. Stafford. "Only the
wind in the tree."
"Nay." cried Sir Jasper. "Hush, mato
listen!"
An unmistakable rumbling grew
repots the Mei night air, a confused
medley of sounds which gradually an-
raveled tbetuselves upon their listen.
tug ears. It was the rhythmical steik-
lug of many hoofs, the roll of wheels,
the crack of a moretlem whip.
"Faith and faith," cried Stafford,
pleasantly exhilarated. "I believe
you're right, Jaliper. Here they come!"
The moonlight swam blood red be-
fore Sir Jasper's naming eye. "Pistols
or swords?" queried lie ithein of him-
self, and grasped his hilt as the near-
est relief, pending the 'decisive niu-
pent.
Out retouched a couple of sleepy bot-
tlers as Master Lawrence, mime host,
"Tom Stafford," said Sir Jasper for rang the stable bell.
the twentieth time, "bow goes the • . • • • • •
hour?" 
Mistress Kitty, peorlag out of the-Slowly, friend," sold Stallard, two- carriage window, her shoulder stfil
salting with a yawn the mast erect turned upon the unhappy sod anteri-
or three watches at his fob. "To be given swain, bailed the twinkle's/precise, 'tie two minutes and one-third ligekeof the Bear tee eels lively eyes.
since I told you that it wanted a guar-




et Dank eicaringa Show a
Good, increatie.
Fan Seolion Being tethered in With
Welty 114ie, But Prospects
Are Fine,
DEVELOPMENTS OF THE WEEK
Bank clearings ...
harew IA61 year .... 4407.U14
Increase  $1157,44:1
While the clearings this week "thew
a strong gals over lett year, they
ethdoubledie would have been larger
If the weatheir had not been so bad,
lietaU trade was lighter thau it oth-
erwise would have bean. However,
the rain has tethered in the fall her
good pud the dirst good da3s will
finid the stores extremely busy.
Thee% is ethrdly a ripple on the fi-
nancial turface in the cite front
E. Rebkopf Saddlery company as-
signment, but it stands out as the
principal eveat of the week in n-
uance. It is developing into a large
case yet one which will not question
the linericial iutegrlt) oaf the banks
in the city, however. it may be de-
cided.
Next In importance in the devel-
opineuts of the week, is the anal de-
cision that a handsome ten-story
butting will lea erected by the neve
National bank at Third street and
,Broadway The plans have been re-
Peelved and work will start as soon
as practkabie. The building will cost
at the least ',Opiate, $1116.00o. That
with other building operations pro
jected for the spring, will insure
steady employment to all the me-
thauics in the city, far into next
year.
Money In Paducah has been well
in demand but all 'needs have beau.
met. The money market in New
York continues to be the sole topic
of epeculation,betore the (Text of the
fall business has arrived. •
Bradstreet's Report.
New York, Sept, 29.---- Brad.-
Street's weekly trade and business
report follows:
• The trade Is still of a very large
volume, but there is enough Wane-
larity to prevent broad generalisa-
tion. The close of September finds
the moue evidencen of subsidence In
the wholesale trade, but the metal)
trade is better except at the south
where severe storms have interfered
with the general crops. Reports are
that rather better threshing- has been
resumed at the northweat. Corn has
delditely passed out of danger of
front denten, and cutting of recerd
crops of flue quality Is now gradual
and ladustry, generally, was server se
settee.
The uncertain outcome of affairs
In Cuba causes a tendency toward
higher prices for tobacco. Wheat, in-
cluding Moir, exports for the week.
4.575,0o0 bushels. against 2,065,-
000 bushels this week of last year,
for the thirteen, weeke of the local
year 39.878. 000 bushel*. against
16.027.000 bushels in 1966. Corn
exports 466,009 bushels, against
123,000 butffiels of a year ago: for
the fleetest year to date, 8,454,000
bushels, against 14.344,0410 bushels
In 1905. -
Bank Statement.
Reserve increase  $1.394,426
Lese 17. S. increase  1,612,525
Loans increase  7.29024)0
Spenie increase,  2,791.1,800
Legals increa-e  1.1716,600
Deposita increase 10.807,6041
Ctreulation increase  486.0041
Rest Birdsall Dies,
J. Benjamin Elltheell, president of
the Birdsell Manufacturing company,
died yesterday at South Bend, Ind
He was sixty-three years old.
To Philippine t'ornmiluelon.
W. Morgan Shuster, collector of
customs at biaalia, leas been aPpoise-
ed a member of the 'Philippine cone
mission by Presideat Itoolseellt•
Every mother pats herself on the
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!redeveloped kettles ef emit and Hoek,
Resoneees worth Milliesse of
Dullass.
CONDITION ad4n4 r PRI
Increasing Its manufacturing cap-
ital in nee years from 9967,701.865
to $1;697,513,217, or by $629,811,-
352, a rate of more than $120,000,-
0410 a year, and the 'value of its fac-
tory products from II 237,6e9,64;7
to $1,787,776,794, or by $530,187,-
127, a rate of $110000,04)0 a year;
meting in addition to other farm
products ameregating $1,50es,0410,400
in value, one crop, cotton with. it,.
seed representing $700 miteemo, apun
which depends the activity of 90.-
000,000 spindles or threeefourths of
the. total operated In the world; pro-
ducing petroleum. at the Cale of fi
04e0,040 barrels7h month; mining bit-
uminous coal settle rate of 6.0041 -
OM) tons a' mouth: nothing about
auleeteett tons of pig-iron a month:,
adding annually 2,500 Mlles ro-ebe
railroad mileage of the country; con-
tributing $694.0414),1)0e) worth, or
about 40 per tent. of 'the $1,743.-
000,000 toutilizkort trade of the
country. sued sending $642,0410,940
of that trade-litereagh its own ports;
Increasing the capital of its tinamilal
institutions Cu the rate of $50,400.-
-044 .a year, and the amonett of its
deposits in national, state, seethes
and private banks sad loan and
trust companies at the rate of many
relates's more, a year; adding
000.4)00 a day to its aggregate wealth
-them ere a few of the most sigaid-
cant facts of the mate rial progress
now under way to the stilt says the
Manufacturers! Record
But it is really only a 
beginningThere Is an acreage in the south etill
to be•brought tinder the plow copablc
ug doubling that section's agricultu-
ral output, even with totaling farm-
ing methods, while alluvial lauds in
the Mississippi relit). atie to be re
&Aimed and aggregatine about 341
000 equate tu:if.. will slime be able
to bear without 'an tenet-, of Null-
lser a theme crop equal to that wee
produced by tee whole. AL least half
of the merchantirbte timber of the
country is in thc; soutb. which IS&IIII-
IlactOrPs practically all ilhfs•‘. naval
store used here or shlpiTed abroad.
It Is moduclug more that 2.000.0110
tons of pipophate rock, with the ex-
ception of a few hundred torts the
whole output of the country,. aad
great stretches of the mineral athi yet
to be uncovered. In West Virginia.
Tenses/lee, Kentucky, Arianass, Lou-
isiaga, Texas and perhaps other
states many inure million. barrels ‘e
petroieutn aro to be brought to tie
surface.: nd lead .nil zinc ad mai
bie and clays of serious kinds le •
still to contributen  a enormous toe
sage to the toint;ral output of th.•
country. The f0,00-4.0041 acres of
coal lands of the south now const•-
lute a storehouse of at least 2150,-
000,0410,000tuns of fuel for light.
beat sod power, while the SO8.000
horse-poefee for eleetrical tranernis-
elan now under development from the
water-Tezre of the south is hardly
such available power. In
Alabama ajnbe-Mere Is at leait 1
ouo,000,001) tons of iron.ore, and te
such states as Ihmalseitype Alakame,
Georgia, Florida. the Carolinas, 
Tennessee, 
e
nessee. Kentucky, Maryland and tee•
lersinies are Tata deposits of lino
stoles, clays- and shales sue
the manufacture of Portland • •
Before railroad buildine in this •
try bas reached its limits the s1
will_ probably _have a milielgo equ,
to the total 212.000 or the a,
covertry today. instead of its Pe-
6-0,000, and the trend of the expor.
moveuront down-bill toward the
South Atlautic and Gull ports, as the
center of .agricultural and manufact-
uring production becomes more and
more clearly (leaned In the Miss:.
allnle valley. will be gives a tremend
tins impetun by the opening up 0:
wider mitreets for American exports
through tbeecompletion of the Par-
sons Canal, It is no wonder that ti:.










the standard of the world
$5.50 Per Pair
Notice to (\sal Dealers.
Paducah, Ky., Sep!. 18, 1906.
Bids will be received at the may-
or's office, until 2 o'clock, October I,
1906, tot the furnishing of coal, aut,
lump, and slack, for the different
city departments, for the winter,
1906 and 1907.
The city reserves the right to re-
Joel any end all bids.
D. A. YEISER, Mayor.
eitYTICE.
The annual meeting of the stoclo
holders of the Lengetaff-Orme M04411-
facturing oompany, will be helti at
their office St Paducoh, Ky.. on the
19th day of Octeber. 19-06.




A fair trial of the sitters
will convince vary sick
man or woman that it is the
medicine to restore them
to robust health again. A
53 years' record of t tires
is a safe guarant c There•
fore start today. It Cures
Indigestion, Dyspepsia,
Hem thorn, Sour Rising,
Costiveness, Cranips,Back-




for all Kidney and
Bladder Diseases.
SMALL AS A PILL
EASIER TO TAKE
Two doses give relief, and one bes
will cure any ordinary case of Kid-
ney or bladder trouble Reauthes
Gravel, cures Diabetes, Seminal
Emissions, Weak and Lame Back.
Rheumatism, and all irregularities of
the Kidneys and Bladder In both
men and women Sod at 60 cents
per box on tee ne cure no pay basis
by Idelethrson's Drug store, Founts
and Broadway. sole agent for Pride
Oak, or sent by trial upon receipt of







Solari trvosportallos fo,01AbcAl trey
If A•slrod after • fr., trial At,oly
iruarante•A to r..rotawer-ra• as. hom..
OPEN SHOPS
&poly So 10115ef of the VoIlowlag
110011*•
J. Do. IITMA 14 %OM Elm T•ft,
metro. RAANS.Itklialif 4 ('So.
1441.11.111K101 111t0•4 MP I.. u1).
J. PI. lilt Ml.Sta NADIOLP RP CO.
1•01
KILL THE COUCH





OUGHS tend 110c $1.00
LOS Free Trial.
Surest and Quickest Cure for all
THROAT anti LUNG TROUB-
LES, or MONEY BAWL
*Ell AIM INOkilin
I/•• lin- Si for unikatrl.•
dog bAre .4.1tanal., writ 1 ,110
Irritutnne• tar 111...,4,54.4
of loue••• Inenannue•
Pols less. sold 5.4 ••40*
*Antus pal•oenio
Mold bi•Dowenseeke.
err Net Is 05111 wraps*,
13, 011•41•111 pl*A•ii. Is
110 IIPS .44 t• is. '13.73
ANTAL- MIDY
Slane/1rd remeil) tar Glo•t
finGon3nAS inn Annning•
IN 44 BOERS. Cur•• *id-





Lots on Tennessee and Jones steseta
between 8te and 9th, $376 cash or
$400, part on time.
412 South eth St., 6 rooms In good
flx, at $1,650, part on time.
418 South 9th St., 6 rooms, houses
good condition. at $1,750, part time.
frith Fountain Ave., 6 room Dowse.
nice, visitor inside, excellent locatiou.
Sseineasst; inspLiice which depends onii.r m or o
excellent farm offers near city,
do now fur-sub-division and pay 'band-
suns. profit at ODCe on present Posse
Madison St. Fountain Park corner
lot at $6541. Only chance In Park.
Nice North 5th St. 9-room house in
excellent condition at $3.800. Only
3 bloces from Palmer House.
Three houses, rents about $30
month. N. E. corner 6th and Ohio SO,,
good luvestmetit at $2,400.
Have at a:I times money toeloau on
•4111111111111111111g, ' thou kind lit 8 per cent interest, 10
years' time. Oertainly getting money
wanted If farm and tetie all right.
have acre laud just outside city
Ihults, in very •holtei loci:semi, can sell
in any quantity wanted front about 1 1/4
acres up. Well opened up with wide
etreets and best offers in this clam
about city,
acres fronting 615 feet on
south side of Ilinkleville road sear
city limits at Idol) are. This lent
can be subdivided into lots acid resole
at handsome profit. Easy pay'rneuts
Five 4-room a douLle houses on lots
each 40:165 feet to 15 foot alley, on
north aide of Clay street between 12th
d 13th streets at 11.050 each, $ten
-0 and balance in monthly paftne.
' $15. Rents new at $111
*.fe are I:earpiece! for investment,,.
-1131101 In good condition and grouun
ode, rising in value. Take one or
-ire.
one nicert 7-room houses In city
;5, never been occupied, all modern
nvenlenees. near Madison St. front-
s on Fountain Ave snit opposite
,ng milk, at $300, part on time.
;St aierid noseeeoffer in good home. Lock
at
4 6-10 acres near Wallace Park,
h!gh, well drained, with excellent our.;
rounding,. 60 foot street in front of It.
at $1.0e0 on any reaecuabe paiments
cottage or MOROI, just
renovated tbroetabout, on north aide ut1
Jefferson St. beteeeu Vete and
lite"veS:a01,14owlandtown loss on $6.00
at
monthly payments.
, 2410 acres best farm in county. only
4 miles from city, $1,500 cash and
balance on 5 years time. See me if you
want what will double in value in few
/ears. &tome at twice the price long
before paymenta are due.
FOR RENT,
Good 4-room house, newly papered,
1119 N. 12th St., at $8.60 month.
60(1 Fountain Ave., 4-room cottage,
front and back porches, hall, well
shaded lot 491150 feet, nice sondiefon.
3 grate fire places; bargain at $1.604)
cash.
4-rout bouse and 9 lots 4.0 feet wide,
surrounded by lots sold and selling
fast, at $2e0 each, whole offer for
$2,000 which is a great bargain. See
me and get details.
5-room house on east side S. 4th St.,
between Clark and Adams, at 91,84)0.
7-room house, 8. 4th between Clark
and Adams, west side, sewer conuec-
Huns and modern conveniences, at
$2,s".4).
T.hese are samples. Ask for what
you want and we can furnish it.
Afew more lots unsold in the Ter-
rell Fountain Park addition a: Int
each on payments of $23 cash and
balance $6 per mouth. Them are
the best monthly payment loll now
lobe tad about the city And will
soon be goae. More future rise in
value in these lots than any you
can get for homes.
For Stale-Six-room cottage, on
S. B. corner 7th and Harrison; lot
67 ft. 9 inches by 16(1 feet; stable,
reants' house; on long, easy Pay-
ments. Only $500 cash. See me
for details and get home in best res-
idence part of north side.
Chance for colored people. Have
half dozer: houses for sale at prices
$600 to 41000 on very easy M‘7-
ifflpyPTItthSe. month.Sm a! l case and afterwards
Now Is the time to get email
places for cc:entre homes. Can sell
sire lots from fe acr.S up in very de-
sirable location, nate electrie cars.
9-room boom, 6 hocks from post-
office, portb aide, sewer connected,
In best part of cite, at $3,6110, of this
only $600 cash, balaare $30 month.
Don't forget that I haves at all
times plenty of money to loan on
farm mortgages at six per cent In-
1 2 7 (1111111"4:-1 bit,. '111418 lists""u.  fs. alio salmi r twit






















ON THE GREAT LAKES
.1 I UV, long a Ira I) rS• a' Steamers
• . .a Ilaft 110.115. of all the- 041-
“11: oc, • h manta. III. tIll root tUIV
t-tts, tot o.. le. 1•114,41, 1)10.4 ) rand ,,,n
tort .4 re pit nir atirairkrul 14os
V•yr. port Th•kets•u/r1 an point.
and 1,Aug4r. checked to drat malsun
Cr A C TIME TABLE
Im•crarMAC DIVI•rem
1,..T•I•dar orarrrors •Lratutd••• 9 A M
• .rusd,ra it I narrodeys • 00 M
L• 044.aut JAr• Sfl & •541.4••••• • .
•Vil•Jnowlait & F•ider 1530 /5. 1.1
Pour Tripe per week •coaswen.
•I••••••• V•••••••••.X •
DANN ••••••111ela• at 'UM
Josses;
d••••.•• 11••. ••••. fe55... I
NNW Le e. it Said
in...•••••, tuna. So••••••••
1.4••• •rmi.
OlITNOIT • C 
DIVISION
Loom M•Sioit dois SO SS P. M
At 4. Chrvelmvd I;••ly 5 30 A ki
1.•••• Cl•••••••• alail• 10 I. P
•• 0.3nsol dsi5 5 ID A Si
hos teed •••••••• 1••••M• sod tb••••••• NA.
tag Joky ••• Away*
C & T
tAINA• "MIN 14.• ••••• Wirers 11••••••••
rworry mr• 15.ia.
Smad • 14•0 •LIMO tor NI•61• •
ArStnim.





( loco epo rated )
livanerville and Pads-rah Packets.
(Daily litseept Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and John L
Hopkins. Save Paducah for lee ans-
dile and way landiags at 11 a to.
Special ex' ursion rate DOW In ef-
fect trom Pade; to Evausvelee aid.




Leaves Vole, alt for Cairo and was
landings at it a. m sharp, daily ex-
empt Sunday. Beeves) excuetea rates
now in effect from Paducah to Calm
and return, with or without meek
and room. Good music and table un-
surpassed.
"7 For further informatket apply to
S. A. Fowler, General Paso, agent, or
Given Fowler, City Peso Aimee at
Fowler-Orumbatigh & Oo's oats.
Ruth phones No, '*8,
ST . LOVIIii AND TENNI-U414E1f
REV Kit PACKET I !este %NT
Haste,,
NIUGENE ROBINSON Uterk
This comenny is not responsible
kit klethice charges unless collected
by the clerk of the boat.
TOR ThNfflininia: KA% MIL t
Leave Pollees& Teoweesee West
Elery Wallanageky at 4 p. m.











Imoved to Thini togigsky,
i
Hook HInilnj hank Work, 1./ g a
sad 1,1Inevf Work a epeciatti
Tri PAIITTIA TT EVFNING f4TTN
GREAT SALE OF MILLINERY===ATTRACTIVE HATS FOR HORSE SHOW
A' Superb Gathering of Other Rich and Beautiful Fall and Winter Merchandise.
pRICE that are a revelation to the people. Prices that are impossible in Broadway stores with Broadway expenses. Ready in everydepartment the coming week to show you how low good merchandise can be sold. Prepared to clothe male and female from the
sole of the 1,99t to the crown of the head. Trade in the store that puts up the quality but keeps down prices. Trade at Harbour's.
A NPLE N DID IA HIBITION OF
MILLINERY.
make it to your iuterest to buy :our
Detest Goode here.
The beat OM, Styled) Coats, that we
have ever had the good fortune to
SHOES FOR THE FAMILY.
Proper foot clothing Is as essen-
Strung in Women's Box Calf and
Kid Shoes at $1.50 a pair.
Calf Shoes made for hard ware at
$2.50, $2.75 and $3.00 a Pair.• Wye yourself the pleqsure of ow-
lag our stylish Hats if you have the
MANY - NEW ClatTS, SKIRTS,
SUITS AND FURS HAVE REACH-
show right at the beginning of the
Cloak season, are now here.
tlal as the proper covering for the
re( of the body.
Strong in Women's fine Kid Shoes
at $2.00 Mad $2.50 a pair.
Strong 111 Men's Fine Patent
Leather and line Vici Shoes,st $3.00,Mose to spare or need a Hat. Titers
k tote of insp:tation in tbeir Marvel- I
ED US FOR THIS WEEK'S SAIsE
The be.zt. $5. The best. $7, The
STANDARD PATTERNS.
The Standard Fashion company's
We are strong In .School More,
size* 4 1-2 to 11, at 111.00 a pair
Strong in Women's celebrator-Ur
France ghoes at $3.00 and $3.50 a
$3.50 and $3.85 a pair, sold _by
Broadway houses up to $5.00 aotos beauty and tutu velem* low prices. best $10, The best $12, The best Stylish Perfect Fitting Patterns at Sizes 11 1-2 to 2 for misses and pair. pair.' THE NEW DRESS WOO& $15, The best $17, The boat $19. Sc, 10c and 15c are here to aid yeu boys, at $1.25 a Pam. Strong-1n lien's Box Calf and Kid Strong In Boys' Shoes, sizes 2 1-2A spientl.d showing of the must The best iliZt. • The best .25. The itt the selection and get-up of a styi- Strong in Little Gents' Shoes it Shoes at $2.00 a pair. . to 5 1-2, at $1.25, $1.50, $1.76 andpeptilar *tyke!, priced at prices to Wet $27, The best $29, The best $30, ish costume for the Fall and Winter. $1.25. $1.35.
-
Strong in Men's Wax Calf and Box $2.00 a pair.
_
Harbour's Department Store 4, North Third StreetHALF SQUARE FROM BROADWAY
THEATRICAL POTES
!rimAPARAPAymwwww&rommitnymmkgma
WEEK .IT THE KENTUCKY.
iiondat Night—Al Ii. Wilson. lit
-Altai ii. the
'Fuesday l'ouuty Chair-
man,' is it h MA('i) 18 Arbuckle.
tt'edaiteettay Niarbt--Guverour iteck-1
11.ecture.
1 huesiday .tfterwasto I lgratiuo
l'unt ration.
Tharrday Night—"Why She Was
Sacrificial."
Friday Afternoon and Nies( —natal.
Val fuss ( 'anneal ,,,,, .
— —
Tie' Heal taesiane. •
With the first week In October the
real theatrical season in Paducah
eagle and white several Plecias. en-
tertaining :n their nature, have bees
presented In the prelimiaary season,
too best is new coming, as the over-
bill* next week attest. About M H.
Wilson, nothing need be said. He Is
Itaown here. "The County Chair-
Ma." George Adr'e masterpiece, is
kwwwit by the Patrons, whilst Macit
Arbuckle is no stranger to Paducah:
alita..; A atimber of seesaw Dredge-




Golden' vulised Al II. Wilson. the
'aging Gerntha dialoet.romadian is
the sew cioned &Anna riT picturesque
Swampland ent.ted. "Metz in th,-
Alps," VI; be tee attraction it The
Itostetahy theater 4fli Monday night.
Vnios J. K. Emmett died, his man-
tle sail armor remained unused and
dusty until Al H. W1:8012 came along
a few years ago, and poked his man-
ly figure into theni They fitted Wes
exactly. he resurrected and glorified
them, from the lire, he aline and
yoddied beautifully with is much
skill as the great Emmett ever dis-
played and Knresett Ives the best of
his tat.. Al 14 W:aou is now the
greeted romantic bunging actor in
the world.
He was born on New, Years" Day,
twenty-five years ego. As room a* h,
cold Valk, he began to sing. It wet
as natural to him as breathing. He
tea had his trill/ling. th best to le
had, and plenty of experience, but tb.
delight ni ha angina lie's In Its le-
ditiduality lie expresses himself in
it as truly as a poet does In words or
a painter in colors.
The Boston Herald, a critical
sheet, but a wise one, compares Mr.
Wilson to Wachtel, the great tenor
',ears gone by.
("Nighty ( 'Nair WAIL
That Mac Arbiack:e .n George
Ad.'s :p1euci:c1 coctudy, "The County
Chairmaa," which sill be presented
Ity him at The Kentucky theater on
Tuesday night. has made a big AR in
every city where he has played, is
attested by the crowded hatters which
greet him. So much had. already
Dem said and written about the
'.harm and atmosphere of Mr. Ado's
play, that little remains to be added.
Certalely no play has be;:n written In
years which Is ae graphic- or rich in
laughter as this comedy. It is a
Production of the highest class and
all the elements which attract refined
theatregoers are fashioned in deli"
ems .and.toroefel atY'at. IA the Wee-
Inwlittlon nothing has been I'll on-
ivae to make "The County Chairman"
a delightfully 'high class performance
and there Is every reason to believe
'his traaagript no reakatically pat la
tage form will contheste to delight
audiences for Santis time to come.
Merin Arbuckle's unust.elly strong
,Wgalal cast contains a number of
favorite actors, all of whom have
iseen accocded warm receptions.
Noted among them are %lin. P.
Sweatman. Charlotte Downing, Dor-
allY Hammack, Frank Perley, George
Chtesty. Edwin 'Chapman, Sidney
Morey, Franeee Young, E. H.
Charles Fisher, W. J. Cross and
others.
"The Stoles Story."
Jesse Lynch WIlliame drama of
newspaper life. "The 'Stolen Story,"
which has aroused so much favora-
ble comment, opened at the Studs-
ttAtter theater Cblealgo. M andaY
a!ght. This Is the Rest American
play to portray faithfully the hunt-
' ne. bustling preparation of news In
the ed;torinI rooms of a great teed-
The teethe, toe,. *Auger, Al. H. Wilson,
lie at Ili, bentu,ky Monday Nnight.
In lila nee Play, "Metz
ern daily paper. It has the true
newspaper flavor from the city edi-
tor down to the printer's "devil."
The various roles are enacted will.
sub flesh and spirit and the stage
setting is so perfectly natural, even
to the smallest detail In the city edi-
tor's room, that newspaper men who
have witnessed the production are
unanimous in proclaiming it elle
Most realistic drama of newspaper-
dom ever put before the public. The
play revolves about a very pretty
love story. The hero, Billy Woods, Is
a typical enthusiastic young report-
er very much in love with the daugh-
ter of (lepers' Cunningham, a states-
man who Is engages; ta promoting
an anti-graft bill before the New
Yort legislature. As a result of a toe
protracted meeting with his sweet-
heart Billy melees his train and al-
lows an important story to get by
him. He Is discharged but engaged
by a rival paper almost immediately.
In the foyer of the Metropolitan op-
era house be overhears a plot by
which the grafting politicians ex-
pect, with the help of the engrossing
clerk, to alter the anti-graft bill and
make It harmless Billy induces his
sweetheart to abstract the original
draft from her father's desk ca.l
abeenetutudedly rushes back to the
office from which he has been die-
charged Unheeding the amazed'
gilisees of his former •ssociates he
Rings himself before his old desk
and "writes up" the story, securing
a "beat" for the wrong paper, but
saving General Cunningham front
dtegrace and winning a wife. The
role of Billy Woods as interpreted
by Jameson Lee Pinney Is full of in-
t•rest and action. idwic Holt, as
the city editor, Is a cool, witty ana
hustling newspaper man.
Tennant as Frances Ounnint
Billy's sweetheart, is as vivace ,
and charming as when she crei'
the title role In "The Colleg,-
ow." Beverly gitgreaves is a clv
actress and makes her role of it...
society editor one of considerable ,
weight in the play. The other roles.
are taken by such well-known art-
Pats as Wright Kramer, R. Peyton,
Carter. the well-known character
actor: Grace Lorraine, Jennie La
Mount and Augustin Daly Wilkes,
who has scored an Indlr'In.il Tr,





New York, Sept 29.—From gay to
grave, from more or less Heely to
extremely severe, if I may para-
phrase an old saying, is the change of
program at Mr. Hackett's theater,
where "The Little Stranger," an im-
ported Englistr-farce, has made way
for "Man and His Angel." a psycho-
logical drama front the pen of an au-
thor bearing the ominous name of
Stanley Dark "Man and eels Miner
tails of a beautiful young girl who
becomes the ward of a cripple, mei
fails in love with another man, OW
arousing the Jealous rage of her phy-
sic/01Y Incomplete guardian There
Is gloom an inch thick alt over "Man
and His Angel," and however merit-
orious the Play may he as an exam-
Pie of the problem drama it is hardly
likely to achieve widespread popu-
larity, for the reason that tebeater
audienree In America don't enjoy he-
lag perpetually in the shadow so far
as their emotions are concerned.
--
ant magnitude it has been complete-
ly dissipated by William A. Briedy's,
production of 'Clothe*" at the Men-I
batten theater. This capital Piece of
society satire by Chaaaing Pollock
and Avery Hapgood has scored NISI
of s,he mom far reaching and unidli-
talyable quallty.
Tbe Faye, thrangWthelr failure to
ee tire a court injuvitonipreventing
ortneir employes firdift -1"expox1ng"
be more or less my.stasfai entertain-
nt of which Mt awl kree,;iolta
y are the Inueene spirits, hi at-
tracted to theruselve, rather tre at-
tention than tn all probability is wel-
come.
"lire, Wlggs, of the Cabbage
Patch," with Madge ("err Cook In her
original role, is at the New York the-
atre for a three weeks' stay, which
unfortraately cannot be extended,
owing to the fact that other attrac-
tions have long been booked to fol-
low this charming and idyllic com-
edy.
A clearly authenticated rumor has
it that winsaildely Mennering goes a-
starring under the management of
the Messrs. Shubert she will secette
a salary of 11754) a week and a clear
two-thin:1a Interest In the profits of
the undertaking
Expectation is high concerning
"The Red el," the newest offering
of Montgornet, a Stone, who come to
the KaichttrbOriteir theater on Monday
evening fitildillag the prolonged, sad
brilliant engagement of Prits1 Schell
in "Mlle. Modiste "
"His Honor the Mayor." which is
now playing Its third Broadway en-
gagement, heving retarned to Wei-
lack's theit•-:r for a bet .tat'. bids
to
Retie projector, Alfred E. Aaron.
1.1CANDICH. RICHARDSON
Nut the Barbee.
"Tommy" Thompson. one Of the
best kaolin traveling salesmen of
New England, had an amusing exper-
ience recently in a hotel In North-
ern Maine.
Being in need of a shave, and
having only a few tninutes to catch
his train he went Into the barber-
shop, early one morning The only
other occupant was a young colored
ruin, to whom he said "Shave" as
he sank Into the chair.
"Well, mutt. but--" remonstrated
Ike colored youth
"I haven't time te talk," ca'
• Tommy," but I want a shave. an
I want It 'patch.-
The youth set to work, and at III'
conclusion of the job "Tommy" wa
horrified to end several livid cut,
uppn his face. -
You apology for an arttsC" tie
said to the now terrified boy. "Do
you rail YOU rug a barber?"




"How old were you today, Miss
Lizzie?"
"You are .eertainly lacking in
good taste to ask such a question?"
"How should 1 ksow that 9" - -
Translased for Tales from "Meggen-
dorfer Fllatler."
Alice--"Viere you introduced to
him the first time you saw him!"
Dotly--"No. The first time I saw
him was wimp the ear lurched as I
was glanding up. fled I eat down is
'
Homes on Easy Terms
I have quite a number of elegant little cottage homes, of
three, four and live rooms, well located, which I am going to
offer for sale it from $600 to $800 each, on monthly. pay-
meats of from $15 to $20 per month, i-Ess than a fair CASH
Heretofore I have required ten per cent. of the prier in
advance on such sales, but will now sell with one regular
monthly payment, in advance. A rare opportunity to get a
home with ordinary rent.
Homeseekers, call and see me, or tall me by old phone
1:31. Will be gltul to show you.
J. M. WOR.TEN, Fraternity Building
Miss Blanche Bates is far from be-
ing a parsimonious person, but she
hes succeeded in avoiding failing
into the steps of most other success-
ful stars when the money has comel
rolling In. You won't find any auto-
mobile or victoria or brouftham--not
even a hansom cab--waiting for Miss
Bates at the stage door of the aPlelnen
theater of a ulght after the last cur-'
lain of the treneeodously sitecteattil
"Girl of the Gokien West." Just a
plain Street ear Is quite good enough
for Miss Bates.
If there hae ever been the slight-
in lest doubt as to the "landing" of
I Grace Desiree as a star of the Very
Rudy, Phillips If CO.
219-223 BROADWAY
BOYS' SHOES




VOU cannot be too careful with your chil-
dren's feet at this season of the year.
Our special. line of Box Calf Shoes is the proper
thing for wet weather.
We do not slight the little men or big men
We carry a large assortment of men's, boys',
yi•uths' and little gents' shoes, and all the styles
are patterned after the men's styles—vici, box
calf, wax calf, etc. Prices begin at $1.25 and
advance step by step to $4.00 for men's best.
You won't complain about our prices—you can't.
Perfect Fit Guaranteed,
Fall Dress Goods, Silks
ALI, the latest ideas—the newest color effects—the most exclusive combinations are em-
bodied in this grand display. You know through
years of experience that no store equals this one
for good Dress Goods and Silks, either in quality
or prices.
Chiffon Broaclolotteliglit weight,
all pure wool, 54 Indies wide,
one of the Most fashionable
abricti for fall, climes In till the
wanted
yard .50colors;colors;pe* $1
ray Penult* Shadow Plaide 443
hitches wide, all pure wool, popu-
lar and fashionable for el t)
fall wear: per yard...—. • Ii
Liberty Satins, 24 inches wide,
soft finished, bright luster, Come
In white, black, gray, garnet,
navy or light blue; per 50c
yard. 
Plaid Silks for te iti,t • We
show a handsome coilect • '
new combination of Si 00
Oulers, per yard..
One lot of Wool Dream Goode,
gray grounds, with overptilds of,
neat colons and combinations;
also Covert Cloths; come in
many new combinations. large
aseortniest; psi
yard. 
Septch Plaids, 3tl Inches wide
attue In a variety of pretty 50Coutubinatioas: per yard. 
Black Taffeta Silk, 301 In wide,
warranted to wear, per 
$1 00yard
Unlorad Taffeta Silks. lir inches
wine extra due qtallty, comes
in all the wanted editors, al'.
white or cream: special, 75c
per yard. .
Stuart Tailored Suits for fall at $22.50 are remarkable values
Other styles at $12 to 13N.
Underwear and Hosiery
Warm but not heavy; good but not coetly. (living good values
has laryly increased our sales of Underwear and Hosiery.
Union hulls for children Ladies' niack cotton Hose,
at   .1116c. b0e. *1 00 Geeced, at 15e, or 2 pr for. 26cUnion Malta for ladies
at     .25c. 50.., $2 50 Boys' and girls ribbed hose.
Gloves
Time to wear them, tune to buy them.
Long Black Silk Gloves, good heavy weight, at per
pair. $150
Long Black Kid Moues; they are scarce but we have a $3 50
few; price. per pair.
Fall Millinery
1/ you wish to see a magnificent display of Fall
Millinery- call on Mrs. Clark,




About Your Winter supply of
-COAL-
Sole agents for the old reliable Cartersville, Ill.,
washed nut and egg coal.— c_
Telephone 339
HEALT AND VITALITYColn. Bele:Yrva,,abnr/XUFtilir181PlX/IrT3 VilIX.XentTbe great remod.; for beret. prostration Ana all djaessias of tbe (purrs( •organs of either MU, suet as Nervous Prostration, Fair Loot maeees,
of Tobacco or Opium,. which lead teCoesumptios sad 1 stv, tot ev,,,
Impotency. Nightly Emissions, Youthful Enure Vestal erre erste" tt,
inu uses. r order 'stir ra.nus:);i1.047,10‘riruicallane mina. 80..14 6, iittia.:64:
mow in jimmy o 1y ass S. 0. G. &ma. MIMII30164 ar
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